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UCF

sprays
sewage

Accidents
plague
Alafaya

by Eddie Gorak·

by Tim Ball

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE WRITER

In the process of expanding the irrigation system
Alafaya Trail. The mere utterance of the.. words
can instill feelings of nausea, fear, and anxiety
of treated waste water on campus, the exercise
upon the UCF motorist. Along with dirt parking
path on the southwest corner of UCF has been .
destroyed.
lots and an abundant squirrel population, UCF is
also known for the traffic problems surrounding
At this time UCF is purifying the waste water being generated by its own campus along with the
the main campus.
,
waste water of the Research Park and the
Hardly a week passes where one doesn't have to
Westinghouse plant. The process of purifying this
navigate through scattered glass and other debris
waste water involves first purifying it through the
along Alafaya Trail near the Central Florida
sewage plant on campus, then spraying this treated
Research Park. The occurrence of accidents durip.g
wasted water on the UCF grounds.
rush hour range from minor fender benders to maDuring the twelfth student senate in April, 1980, ..,...'1--___....
jor collisions that require fire department vehicles
close to $4,500 was ~ocated from student govern- Treated sewage Is being sprayed on the jogging · and ambulances. No doubt, t he intersection at
Alafaya Trail and the Research Park is a dangerous
ment to build the exercise path. Many other private trail at the south-west section of campus.
groups donated money and supplies to the project.
one, but what, if anything, is being done about it?
According to John Penee of the Orange County
But last Fall over $180,000 was spent on implemen- campus to accommodate all the waste from the
ting a new irrigatio~ system that went through the Research Park and the Westinghouse plant. "In Traffic Engineering Department, there are no
exercise path, rendering the first half unusable.
time, our plant will be able to handle a million definite plans to instajl traffic signals at the intersection in question. Pence said that a significant
"I built that path," said. J.C. Hicks, gr~unds gallons of treated waste a day," he said.
superintendent for the facilities planning depart- The university_ accomodated the Research Park need must be shown before money is put into traffic
ment. "We had to bite into that path (for the irriga- developers as well as Westinghouse as far as signals at any given intersection. This need is
tion system). There was no choice-with the ever- sewage treatment goes as part of the general effort determined by accident reports filed by the Florida
increasing problem to get rid of all our treated to draw them to the area. In fact Westinghouse has Highway Patrol.
waste water on campus we had to expand."
a contract with the university to process between
Pence noted however, that in January, 1984 FHP
According to Richard Neuhaus, assistant direc- 40 and 50 thousand gallons per day, however not began using a new system of reporting accidents. If
tor for the facilities planning department, UCF is that much is actually processed.
an investigating officer determines that the
not making any money in the process of purifying · The sprinkler systems that are now spraying the vehicles involved in an accident can be driven
the waste water from the Research Park. "No, we treated waste water on campus are located in away, the .drive~s exchange insurance information
aren't making any money in the process," remark- restricted areas. Hicks noted that some students and no formal report is filed.
ed Neuhaus. "We only charge the Research Park who have strayed into the restricted areas have
According to Sgt. Williams of FHP, a large mawhat the process costs us to do." Westinghouse been affected. "People who have gone through the jority of the accidents that occur at Alafaya Trail
does pay for the purification of its waste water and restricted areas or have played in them have and the Research Park are not included in the
from July 1983 to November 1984, the charge col- developed rashes, so I can't tell you what's going to statistics used to determine the feasibility of traffic
signals there. Pence indicated that his department
lected by UCF was close to $18,000.
happen in the years to come," said Hicks.
light of thjs Robert Webb, director for the In accordance with regulatory procedures, warn- is very displeased with the new system, adding
. facilities planning department, feels that in six ing signs have been posted in the area and mounds that "It's impossible to tell where the dangerous
· months close to $680,000 will be spent to step up have been built up around the area.
. inter.sections in the county are."
the purification technique of the sewage plant on
SEE SEWAGE, PAGE 6
For now, at least, it appears that FHP will continue to utilize the new system of ac~ident reporting and dangerous intersections like that ,at ·
Alafaya Trail and the Research Park will continue
to go unnoticed by those responsible for installing
traffic signals.

In

and
Research park

Non-prescription
drugs avQilable·
The Student Health Center now has available a
variety of minor care remedies which may be purchased directly without checking into the clinic to
be seen by the professional staff.
These include items such as Tylenol, cold and
sinus pills, cough syrups, antihistamines, skin ointments and insulin syringes. These are the same
types of medications available in drug stores
without a prescription.
According to Dr. Powell, acting director, this
policy was implemented to reduce waiting time for
students with minor ailments who know what type
of medications they need.

.
please sign up in Studio A in
the lib!arY basement.
0 KNIGHT OF CHEERS

0 HEALTH PROGRAM

The Athletic Complex is offering a physical conditioning
program to all students.
· These programs will be held
Monday through Friday at 6
A.M. at the Athletic Complex. For more information,
call 275-2256.
0 SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED

Applications are currently
being accepted at the financial aid office for two scholarships: Project Rebound and
the University of Central
Florida Women's Club. Those
interested in these scholarships must meet some
specific requirements.
Applicants for the Project
Rebound scholarship must be
singl~ heads of households
with dependent children.
They must demonstrate
financial need, be . a full-time
undergraduate student, and
main tain a grade-pointaverage of 2.0 or better. The
application deadline for ProJect Rebound is Jan. 31.
Applicants for the University of Central Florida
Women's Club scholarship
must maintain a grade-pointaverage of 3.0 or better, and
demonstrate financial need.
They must be a nontraditional student, returning
to or beginning school later in
life. They must be full-time
undergraduate students,
single and the head of a
household as well. The
deadline for the University of
Central Florida Women's
Club scholru-ship, which is offered for the academic year
beginning in Fall, 1985, i.s
March 31.
Applications for both
scholarships can be obtained
at the financial aid office,
room 120, in the Administration-Building.

The. UCF Alumni As~ocia
tion is hosting an all you want
Pizza and Beer-Soft Drink
party at the Orange County
Convention Center-Civic
Center on Feb. 16, the night
of the Stetson vs. UCF
basketball game.
UCF and Stetson begin
their new Division I rivalry
and the Alumni Association
invites you to kick it off with
a pizza party at 6:00 p.m.
(game time is 7:30 p.m.).
Besides the good cheer: you
will also have the chance to
meet UCF'S new football
coach, Gene McDowell, and
basketball coaches, Chuck
Machock and Joe Sanchez.
The cost for this "Knigl).t of
Cheers" is $8.00 and includes
all the pizza and beer or soft
drinks you want.
Call 275-2233 by Feb. 13 for
reservations.
0 CANADIAN
PROGRAM

STUDIES

Tlie Canadian Visting Lecturer Series will be presented
at UCF on the follo~ng
dates: "Constitutional
Politics and the Canadians
West," presented by Dr.
Roger Gibbins, Associate
Director; Research Unit for
Public Policy Studies, University of Calagary on Tuesday,
·
-Feb. 19.
"Education and Sports Administration in Canada," will
be presented by Arthur J.
Fraser, former Professor of
Education and Director of
Athletics, University of
Toronto on Tuesday, Feb. 26.,
"The Rise of the Conservative Party in Quebec," will
be presented by a yet to be announced speaker from
Quebec, Tuesday, March 5.
Dr. Jeanne Kissner will be
the speaker for "Women
Writers of French Canada."
Kissner is the associate director of the Center for the
· Study of Canada, S.U.N.Y.
Plattsburgh, New York. The
0
TELEVISION NEWS lecture will be presented
Tuesday, March 19.
COVERAGE ·
Dr. Robert Thacker, acting
The UCF News, a half hour
news show airing on Evans director of the . Canadian
Cable and Cablevision, brings studies program at St.
community el'.posure to Lawre.nce University will preorganizations on campus by sent "The Literature of
its coverage of campus events Western Canada'' Tuesday,
and activities. If you would March 26.
All lectures will be held
like UCF News to cover your
club's special events, call from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. in
275-2133. If you would like to Room 359 of the Engineering
be a part of the news team, Building on UCF's ca~pus.
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0 STUDENTS BEGIN FLIGHT
TRAINING

. Eleven students from the
University of Central Florida
began flight training recently
as a part of the Air Force
ROTC Flight Instruction Program. The students are:
Dwight Blander, Terry
Broderick, Aaron Carter, Tim
Hebel, Kevin Lynch, Joe
McKay, Jeff Orr, Dean Orr,
Carey Peaden, George Quehl
and Scott Williams.
The students will receive 13
hours of airborne instruction
at no cost. In addition, they
attend a semester-long ,
ground school. They are flying Cessna 152 aircraft
operated by SunRay Airlines
Dr. Joyce Brothers, noted personality, will be speaking at
in Sanford. The students fly
with civilian instructors who. the Orlando Expo Center. The event will include a luncheon
evaluate their potential to and other guest speakers. See story page 6.
successfully complete Air ,
review and recommendations
Force undergraduate pilot
given by representatives of
training. All eleven have been
the Trust.
selected for pilot training
when they graduate and
receive their commission as
0 CARNEGIE FORUM
second lieutenants in the Air
· David A. Hamburg, presiForce.
dent
of Carnegie Corporation
0 ENDOWED FELLOWSHIP
of New York announced that
AT UCLA
.
The Plitt Southern the foundation is creating the
Theatres Employees Trust Carnegie Forum on Educahas established a $100,000 en- tion and the Economy. Prodowed fellowship in the jected to have a ten year life,
department of theater arts at the forum will bring together
UCLA, it was announced by leading Americans to help
0 VOTER REGISTRATION
Robert H. Gray, dean of the chart a course for education
In order to afford Orange College of Fine Arts at policy that reflects a world
economy transformed by
County residents_ easy access UCLA.
to voter registration, SuperArrangements for the science and technology.
The forum will address
visor of Elections Betty fellowship were made by
Carter has arranged for staff Henry G. Plitt, the chairman issues concerning education
from her office to be present of the board, and Roy H. and its relationship to the
at the homestead exemption Aaron the president of Plitt economy for people of all ages
filing arrangements made by Theatres. The fellowship is and i~ all institutional set·the property manager. The designed to encourage and tings. Each year, it will spon- schedule includes the follow- promote education and sor an invitational meeting of
ing
dates:
Feb . academic rese~ch in the field 100 prominent Americans
1,6,8,13,15,20,22 and 27 at of theatrical motion picture from business, labor, governColonial Mall from 10 a.m.-3 exhibition. According to ment, education and the
p.m.
They will also be Plitt, "We recognize the scientific community to conavailable Feb. 7 and 21 at the outstanding contribution be- sider the issues and options
Courthouse Annex in Apopka · ing made by UCLA in the linking education policy with
from 10 ,.m.-3 p.m. On Feb. field of theater arts and are future economic needs. '
14 and Feb. 28 they will be at pleased to join with UCLA
Between the annual
the Courthouse Annex in faculty in encouraging study meetings, the forum will
Ocoee from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
the relating to the presenta- monitor national education
New residents will be able tion of films to the public, as progress, convene workshops,
to register and electors well a other aspects of the ex- conduct analytical studies,
already registered in Orange hibition industry.''
issue reports, and work with
groups
and
County can make changes in
The fellowship will be other
status, such as name, address awarded annually to an policymakers addressing
·
or political party.
outstanding graduate student similar problems.
o BUSH COMING TO to assist with the cost of his Carnegie Corporation of
FLORIDA
or her UCLA edv,cation. New York was established in
Republican Party of Florida Students will apply for the 1911 by Andrew Carnegie for
Chairman Jeanie Austin said award by submitting a writ- the advancement and· diffuthat Vice President George ten proposal for research sion of knowledge and
Bush has agreed to a post- related to the issues in motion understanding among the
inaugural trip to Florida.
picture exhibition. Applicants people of the United States
The vice presidential visit must be in good academic and certain countries which
will probably take place in the standing with a grade point are or were members of the
latter part of March. Austin average of 3.0 or better, mu~t British Overseas Comfeels that tentative plans will · have demostrated scholastic monwealth. I ts assets now
call for Vice President Bush excellence, artistic ability, total approximately $515
to visit Orlando where a din- professional and scholarly million at market value.
ner and private reception are ~romi~e, and evidence of
being planned.
financial need.
compiled by Eddie Gorak
Further details on the proFinalists and winners will
gram will be released as they be selected by a theater arts
become available.
faculty committee, with
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-P hotography la·b improves -v entilation by Tim Ball
FUTURE WRITER

•
•

•
•

In November, 1984, The Future
reported on ventilation problems encountered by students working in the
photo lab of the Fine Arts building.
This week, we returned to see what
changes, if any, have been made since
several students brought the matter

•

•

Although official approval of the
system by the Health Department
has not yet been given, Shahnami
said he forsees no problems with that.

•'They've (the Health Departme~t)
already given verbal approval of the
plans,'' he said.
Wellman said that the new venting
system supports three darkrooms
and should last indefinitely.
When asked about the cost of the
system, Shahnami said "about
$9,000." Most of that funding came
from the art department, ac~ording to
Wellman.

Albrecht says senate needs to get lhi".lgs gOing
by Jacqueline House

.

Using Shahnami's designs, the art
department hired an outside contractor to install an elaborate ventilation
system in the photo lab: "The
system,'' said Shahnami, ''is efficient
and cheap to operate."

to the attention of the Orange County
Health Department.
According to Charles Wellman of
the art department, county health of·
ficials found no specific problems in
the photo lab. To accommodate the
students using the lab, however, the
art department did call on the ser·
vices of Ghulam Shahnami, a civil
· engineer. , with the , University's
Physical Plant.

FUTURE WRITER

The Seventeenth Student Senate held its four·
teenth session on Tuesday. This week the senate
did meet its quorum; eighteen of twenty senators
were present. After roll call Vice President Tim
Albrecht started off the meeting by asking, "What
happened last ·week?'' This in .response to the
senate's inability to make quorum the week before.
The student body president, John Sowinski,
spoke of amending the resolution on committee
absences and appointed three people to fill empty
senate seats. Patrick Metski was appointed r,o
Engineering sel\t number one, Vi.ncent Mooney to
Arts and Sciences seat number eight, and Kelly

Hartley to Education seat number one. These ap· there should be some action taken on. "There's not
pointmerits were later approved by the senate and a lot going on-we need to get things goi.D.g," he
the appointees were sworn in.
remarked to the group .
John Gill, lobby annex director for student
Amoung the ideas presented were ways to engovernment, discussed the possible consideration courage students to use the se~te more, holding a
of widening Alafaya Trail and a floating bond for retreat for high school students who show leaderthe construction,of the new student government ship abilities, changing the add/drop system, the
buildi:p.g. He also spoke about President Reagan's proposal of a cultural arts center and transferrable
proposed budg.et cuts in the area of student aid to parking permits.
families that make over $32,500 yearly. He sug- · Albrecht said, "I have heard some excellent
gested writing letters to the capital to let ideas, let's get them down on paper. Let's get
lawmakers know how the students feel about this together and get something going."
issue.
Later, he remarked, ·••1 am really excited about
In an effort to get the senate off to a good start some of the new creative ideas the senate has come
this semester, Albrecht asked in a previous session . . up with. The next step is for them to implement
that the senators introduce ideas that they thought them.
-

NEWS WRITERS NEEDED

The entertainment and feature pull-out
that's good for the whole week!

.
Confetti

JOIN THE BE.ST!

•

~FuturC

HERO'S ATHLETIC OUTLET
•

Where You Can·
Buy
Name Brand Athletic
Footwear and Clothing
I

•

At
' .

·30°/o·to-· 50°/o ·
FEATURING:

OFF
-

J.

NIKE · REEBOK ·ADIDAS
.NEW BALANCE·· ETONIC ·BROOKS
CONVERSE· PUMA· TIGER
l919 Aloma Ave
Winter Park Corners

671.-1619
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Search underway·to fill
computer science chair
by Tim Ball
FUTURE WRITER

_,,_; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - While many departments at UCF are
scrounging for money, the computer science
department has over one million dollars set
up in trust for an endowed chair.
According to Dr. Charles Hughes, head of
the search committee set up to screen applicants for the endowed chair, the position
could be filled by late April. Hughes said the
deadline for applications is March 1.
"So far," said Hughes, "there are about a
dozen appllcants.'' He added that there are
not a large number of people qualified for
such a position. The . criteria for the job includes extensive research experience and a

long record of publication in research journals.
The endowed chair position~which pays
'upwards of $75,000 a year, plus fringe
benefits-is meant to increase the
university's visibility. Hughes said that with
the added research funding
prominent
name could be brought to UCF. The computer science department hopes to be able to
support more doctoral candidates.
While the endowed chair now sits vacant,
Hughes and the search committee have not
let the endowment funds sit idle. Until the
chair is filled, they have lined up a series of
distingwshed speakers to make presentations and help draw attention to the university.

a

'75 Monte Carlo $450· dwn $35/wk
'71 Ford Pickup $500 cash needs work
'76 Ford Granada $400 dwn $35/wk

-No Finance Charge
-No Credit Checks

-Instant Financing
·. -UCF Discount

Christian owned and Operated

G-ET _YOUR FUTURE
OFF THE GROUND
Imagine breaking the sound barrier in a jet fighter . . . flying air defense missions .. . circling the globe with essential supplies and equipment. As an Air Force pilot, you
can have experiences most people only dream about.
If you qua Iify, you can take off with Air Force ROTC.
· We'll give yo u leadership training and sponsor FAAapproved flying lessons. You also may qualify for a scholarship which pays college expenses plus $100 per academic
month, tax free . After graduation, you're off to the infensive
and rigorous undergraduate pilot training program.
Check out Air Force ROTC today. If you have what it
takes, you could wear the silver wings of an Air Force pilot.

Cont(Jct:
Captain MC;Jrk Coyne
Hf A Room .214
275-2264

•

AIR FORCE
BOTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

•

BETA DELTA ALPHA

•

presents

•

. The first [and possibly lost] Annual

Golden Armadillo Day
·
Fest.ival
The First Annual

•

Hotline

•

Find o.u t what's going o.n
at UCF!

Call
x - 5300 (on campus)
Day

Saturday, Feb. 2

281 - 5300 (off-campus)
•

SCA 8:30 p.m.
$1.50 Admission
Proceeds-go to the UCF Library

Games - Prizes - T_rivia
Student Government

To all registered clubs and organizations:
To get your ·events recorded on the
Activities Hotline, just pick up a form at
the Student Center Main Desk and fill it
out!

•
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Library houses
treasures in
special collection
- - - - - - -- - - - opening was Nov. 6, 1977 .
by Jacqueline House
rrhe collections were originalFUTURE WRITER
ly housed on the fourth floor
of the library. They were later
moved
to the fifth floor.
There is a gold mine on the
Special
collections
was closed
fifth floor of the UCF library.
for
one
year
during
renovaNestled among the adtions.
It reopened July 10,
ministrative offices and the
cataloging department is the 1984.
According to St. Claire and
Special Collections and Aras
evidenced by the guest
chives of UCF. The collecbook
he uses to keep track of
tions and archives are housed
visitors, the special collecin three small rooms and are
tions library is mostly used
overseen by Norbert St.
by students.
Claire, the special collections
St. Claire said that the
librarian.
whole program depends on
The library of special collecgifts and donations and that
tions includes the Bryant
.,. ~-w~-::-:il -:-b__e_h;:-e:-.1-::;d-;F::e:-;:b:--.'-1O~.T;;:h::e:-:p::r:::in::c:;,ip::a:i1i-:s:::p::~:::a;-.:k~e;-rf;;:.o;r+ith~e-;
West Indies collection, rare special collections does not LT-he_d_e_d-ic_a_t-io_n_f_o_r-th_e_r_e_n_o-va--=-te-d":""":":':lib_r.a-ry
books, limited editions, a have a budget . . ''Special col- event will be or. Robert L. Middlekauff, director of the Henry E. Huntington Library 1n San
music collection, the Wager lections is ~~ry important for Marino California.
space shot collection, and many reasons,'' said St.
local history. The nucleus of Claire. "One of these reasons
the library is the Bryant West is that it can be used by people who have special interests
Indies collection.
In the years since it opened to welcome
William Shakespeare will be there. So will
Housed in the same rooms or who are doing very serious Sir Walter Ral.eigh. And so will a band of 60 UCF's first students, the library has
as the special collections, but research. A . second reason, professionals, who'll join the bard in welcom- undergone continuous ~hange to maintain a.Ii
pertaining to the archives, is
not a part of them, are the
ing visitors Feb. 10 in the formal dedication updated collection of periodicals and books.
UCF archives. This collection that the focal point of the of UCF's new library addition.
At last ~ount, said director ·Anne .Marie
focuses on UCF history. whole university can be found
Allison, there are are 500,000 books and
here."
The 2-4 p.m. activities will ~eature live subscriptions to nearly 4,000 periodicals.
The special collection_s
St. Claire said that one of music from student groups, collections from ·
With such innovations as UCF's new
library was started in 197 5 by the problems with the UCF around the world, a high-tech tour of library
Library
Information Network and Exchange
St. Claire and two other men, archives is that the faculty functions via video tape, and continuous
(LINE),
by which non-university callers can
Lynn Walker and . Bernerd does not send publications, walk-through tours with student guides.
order
reference
materials on a sliding fee
Foy. "That was the start to and this causes the collection
Dr. Robert Middlekauff, director of the structure, the library is better able to serve
organize, to put ·things to be incomplete. He also world-renowned Henry. E. Huntington
the growing number of corporate and intogether, to select books,'' wishes that special collections
Library in San Marino, California is the prin- dividual users who request access to the UCF
said St. Claire. The official had some funding.
· cipal speaker for the event.
collections.

De' d I•c.a t I•0 n·
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RESTAURANT & BAR

Gra_
n d Opening .

·February 12

Our environment is fast-paced and fun!
JJ. Muggs is a r~pidly expanding full service ,
restaurant concept featuring a menu filled with
great gourmet burgers, barbecued ribs, and other
tempting foods.

NOW HIRING
Part-time Positions Available On
Our:

KITCHEN TEAM
No Late Night Hours!

J J. Muggs offers:
• competitive wages
e progressive training programs
.·
e meal discounts for you & your family
e 2 weeks paid vacation, employee
compensation/incentive plans,
insurance benefits (for full-time employees)
• management growth potential
APPLY IN PERSON
An equal opportunity employer

1375 N. Semorari Blvd. (across from Reflections)
•

•
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SEWAGE

Who Gets

FROM PAGE 1
The water is only used for irrigation purposes
and currently is sprayed only on the southwest corner of the campus. While the water has been well
.processed by the time it is sprayed on the grounds,
it is not fit for human consumption nor is it totally
safe. Vice President for Business Affairs John
Goree said that the process has been approved by
no less than four regulatory agencies including the
Department of Natural Resources and the St.
John's Water Management District.
"The Department of Enviromental Regulation
states that if this water is going to be irrigated ~m
to playing fields and come into contact with people,
then the water must have a high level of disinfection. Chlorination is a must," said Frank Deleon,
field supervisor with the Environmental Protection
Agency for Orange County.
Webb commented that at this time, the water being irrigated through the restricted areas on campus is drinkable. ''A person can drink a glass of
water from our system," he said.
Deleon disagrees. "'I wouldn't drink it. You don't
know what kind of disinfection the sewage plant is
getting." Deleon went on to say that their is always
a potential that the purified water being sprayed ~n
the campus is unsafe.
O:ne UCF biology professor said that the process
is actually . fundamentally and environmentally
sound. With all the growth in the area, and the expected future growth, spraying the water is actual-

15,000 Calls
A Day, And

Answers
Every One?

FLORIDA
LIBRARIES
We Do More
Than Keep The Books

AT YOUR LIBRARY.
Spray area
Jeff Glick/Future

. ~y helping to protect and replenish the deeper well
supply.
Much of the wooded area in which the irrigat.ion
system is located had to be stripped to install it.
Other biology professors feel that the area has been
done irreperable damage. Some also feel that the
water may not be filtering back into the aquafer
and instead may be running into surrounding
ponds. Two ponds are directly adjacent to the irrigation area.

Brothers
.speaks
at expo
(UCF News)Orlando's
Women's Enrichment Clinic,
formerly known as Women's
Worry Clinic, will celebrate
its 12th anniversary, April
12, with a program featuring
one of America's best-known
personalities, Dr. Joyce
Brothers.
Brothers, whose keynote
address will focus on
"Unlocking Your Hidden
Powers,'' is considered among
America's most influential
women.
She is a woman who
possesses liffiitless energy as
an NBC Radio Network personality, syndicated columnist, author, business consultant, wife nd mother. She is
also a frequent guest on network .television talk shows;
panel shows and is a news
commentator for TVN, Inc. a
syndicated television news
service.
The clinic luncheon
speaker, Barbara Roper, is a
local community leader ~nd
motivational speaker.
The clinic once again is
sponsored by the Orange
County Medical Society Auxiliary and the Dean of
Students office at UCF. -This
year's clinic will offer nine
sessions, beginning w~th
Brothers' talk at 9 a.m. at
Orlando's Expo Centre.
Clinic topics cover a range
of interests for contemporary
women, and include dealing
with the loss of a loved one,
anxiety, children, money
management,
creative
decorating and business.
The cost of the clinic is $10
and includes registration,
keynote speaker, three topics,
refreshments and lunch.
For further information, call 275-2824.

I,_____

Some places ask you about your education,
special training ... even your age. At the
Red Cross we ask if you want to help others.
Say yes. Be a Red Cross volunteer.
We'll help. Will you?

RLL·-PRU

+
.American
RedCross

•

CAREER MOUE

NSA OFFERS YOU A
.
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

ELECTRONIC
ENGJ.NEERING
There are opportunities in
. a variety of resea rch and
development projects
ranging from ind ividual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large
numbers of
microprocessors , minicomputers and computer
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

At NSA you ' ll discover one

You' ll work on diverse
agency problems appl"ying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines . Specific
assignments might include
solving communicotionsrelated problems ,

NSA offers a salary and
benefit program that' s
truly competitive with

of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor pf computer
equipment represented .
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design , scientific
applications programming,
data base management
systems, operating

performing long-ronge·
mathematical research or
evaluating new techniques
for communications
security.

highly experienced NSA
professionals and through
contacts in the industriar
and academic worlds.

private industry. There ore
assignments for those who
wish ta travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington oreo
for those who wish ta stay
close to home.
Countless cultural,
historical, recreational ond
educational opportunities
are just minutes away
from NSA's convenient
suburban location.

graphics .

Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available .

GO FOR IT ALL

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office. For
additional information

on the National
Security ~gency,
write to National
Security Agency,
Attn: M322, Fort
George G . Meade,
Maryland 20755.

NSA

The
National
Security
Agency

Fort George G. Meade, Maryland ID755
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U. S. Citizenship Required.

On-Campus Recruiting dates:
February 14, 1985

.

•

•
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Become senator for a day in model U.S. senate
by Ted Young

•
•

•
•

•

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Have you ever wondered what it
was like to· be a senator, but just did
not want to go to all the trouble get- .
ting elected? There is an alternative.
From Feb. 28 to March 2 the Model
U.S. Senate is meeting to discuss
pressing world problems.
"The purpose of the model senate is
to experience what it is like to be a
U.S. senator, to deal with legislation,
and interact with other senators. This
is also a social event in order to meet
people from all over the country,''
said Dr. M. Elliot Vittes, coordinator
of the UCF senators .

The annual Stetson University
Model U.S. Senate reproduces the actual procedures and activities of the
U.S. senate in an effort to provide experience and education for the student participants. "The participants
try to role play and portray their
respective senators.
"Last year Lawton Chiles, Jesse
Helms, Gary Hart, Robert ~ Dole,
Robert Byrd, and other senators were
portrayed," said Vittes. In fact, many
participants actually try to adapt individual idiosyncrasies and
characteristics of their senator .
In addition to the role playing of a
senator, the actual s~natorial rules
are followed. This ·adds to the realism

and structure of the event. Each stuAt the end of the model student
dent is also given -a bill to research senate the six best senatoriJi} porand introduce in his or her respective trayals and the best committee are
committee. "We have two meetings selected to receive awards. "Last year
beforehand to prepare and inform UCF won three of the six senate
students of the rules and the terms of awards and 50 percent of the senators
parliamentary procedure," said Vit- from UCF were in the committee
tes.
selected as best,'' said Vittes.
A special highlight of each model
The trip is open to students of all
U.S. senate is the presence of a U.S. majors and there are committees
senator. They preside over sessions dealing with finance, commerce,
and advise the students on a variety science, transportation, government
of issues. Some of the past senators .affairs, foreign relations, judiciary,
that have attended include Howard labor, huma.n resources, and the armBaker, Robert Byrd, Lawton Chiles, . ed services. "At present we have
John Culver, Harrison Schmitte, about 10 people registered for the
Nancy Kassenbaum, William trip. We hope to be in the finance
Bradley, and Charles Mathias. ·
committee."

Future

Management Positions Available
The Future newspaper is currently accepting applications from students for the
positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager. Application deadline is Feb. 20.

•

Business Manager

Editor in Chief
Duties: Overall responsibility for publication and management of
weeklycampus newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints
an<f supervises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's
business manager and business department, and services as a member of the
university's Board of Publications
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 gracle point average,
be at least a second semester freshman and be at least a part-time student. In
addition, candidates must show their experience andlor academic achievement
in reporting, editing and communication law.
.Application: 'Applications are available in the Future 's business office, phone
. 275-2866. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb. 20 to be
considered. .
·

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, including advertising, budget preparation, purchasing, payroll and
circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production, and staff of student
salespersons. Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and serves as a
member of the university's Board of Publications. Recieves 1 percent sales
"
commission in addition to salary.
Eligibilty: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average,
be at least a second semester heshman and be at least a part-time student. In
addition, candidates must show their experience andlor academic achievement
in business management.
·
· Application: Applications are available in the Future's business office, phone
275-2865. Completed applications must be received by 5 p.m. Feb.20 to be considered.

•

- -- -

CPA CANDIDATES
•
•

•

Careers In Management
That Start
In Management.
Why work your way up to management, when you can start
in management? We have immediate openings with
decision-making authority in challenging fields like electronics, inventory control and purchasing, engineering, personnel administration, and systems analysis.
You get the sophisticated technical and management training together with t_
h e kind of responsibility it takes to turn a
job into a challenging career.
·

•

To qualify, you must have a BA or BS, be no more than 29
years of age, and pass aptitude and physical tests. You must
be a citizen and qualify for security clearance,. Relocation is
required.
The benefits are good. They include 30 days' paid vacation
earned each year, low-cost medical/dental/life insurance,
plus a host of taxfree incentives. Dependents' benefits, too,
for family security. Of course, there's powerful technical training program and important promotion opportunities.

"

IT'S NOT TOO LATE FOR MAY
IT'S NOT TOO EARLY FOR NOVEMBER

·.

• Outstanding ~eputation in Test Preparation
• Hundreds of hours of taped instruction via
complete TEST-N-TAPE®facilities. No compulsory
mass lectures. No fixed classes
.
• Plan your own schedule; proceed at your own
pace
·• Use free time to your advantage. We're available
days, evenings, or weekends according to each
center's schedule. No loss of study time when
working out of town . (Transfers available to any of
our centers in the U.S. and abroad)

r fl.tj-H. ''67s:s40·0···

~

!!TIONAL
CENTER

TEST PREIWIATION SPECIALISTS

N

SPECIAL
OFFER
• Bring a Friend
• Sign up by
Feb. 15
• Both students
get 25% off
regular tuition

2230 Winier Woods Blvd.

Wlnte~ Park, Fl. 32792

1938

CIT'IZENS :BANK
NEVER CLOSES
With a CJtlzen .24 Card, you have 24 hour banking
at two locations, at 156 Geneva Drive in Oviedo,
and at our UCF facility across from ~e
Administration Building. Citizens 24 offers a' number
of services, Including withdrawals, transfers,
loan payments, deposits and balance Inquiries.
Come in and let us show you how easy It Is
to use a Citizens 24 Card.

For more information, send your resume to: ·
4070 Boulevard Center Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32207-2897

YOUR FRIENDLY HOMETOWN BANK

.156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729
or call: 1-800-342-7108 Naval Management Programs.

Get Responsibility Fast.
- - - - - - - --

-------~

~

• OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

MEMBER FDIC -

(305) 365·6611

.j
l
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Place .

-T ower

Across from Winn-Dixie and TG&Y

103 76 E. Colonial Dr. - Union Park

**

*

Y·106 REMOTE

*

A

START YOUR
SUMMER TAN EARLY!

TAN-FASTIQUE
TANNING SALON
·

"T" -Shirts • Albums •
Passes • License Plates...
And more!!

•
•
•
•

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems

$3,000 in Giveaways

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
·
Private Rooms
Meeting FDA Requirements

Call For Appointment

282·6042 .

and meet the

r:--,-----------1
sAVE
10 sessions

/12. Or~aJ<1'~1L .

1

4'...~~~LEADERS

Register to win a FRE~ pair of Ray Ban sunglasses

· 25°/o OFF
M·W·f: 10·6
T·TH: 10·7
Sat: 9·1

277·2949

• earrings

• charms

• chains

SPECIAL SALES UP TO 50% ON SELECTED GOLD

-

Prescription glasses February 2 only
Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

I

_J

.(} lothing & Acc~ssories
] ewelry - 14K gold &: Fashion Jewelry
Gift Certificates

GRAND OPENING • ·•

.

1

1

I $20 I
$39.95
L __:-_J_ _ ::_pon Expires 311185_

OPT1cAL ~
**

**

*

I v~)

~

"~

.

f:_

Tower Place

'

~ (QJ~ra~~~~~?~J16~~~0NS ~
~

.Suite 115

(&/!J

275-0210

(Custom Alterations By: Ji'ickle)

HIGH TOWER HAIRSTYLING
HIGH CLASS HAIRSTYLE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

A Full Service Salon
15% Discount to UCF Students
·with this ad or UCF l.D.
~alk-ins always welcome

Al Reyes
·Tower Place
(305) 273-5755
103 76 E. Colonial Dr.

Open 7 Days A Week
9-8 Mon.-Sat.
12-6 Sun.

ALL
VALENTINE CARDS

250/o
off

FREE Postage Stamp

IREGISTER

with every Valentine card Pl:Jrchased
TO

WIN $20,00 merc~:ndlse)

GLA0S · SLIPPER

SHOES
Drawing Feb. 2
Register

tor
gift
Certificates

10376 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
TOWER PLACE
l ACROSS FROM WINN DIXIE l
TELEPHONE 305 1275 -8860

UNION PARK PHARMACY
103 76 E. Colonial Dr. Tower Place

9 A.M.- 8 P.M. ·
Monday - Saturday
WE MEET OR BEAT ALL
PRESCRIPTION PRICES
CIGARETIES
ALL BRANDS
$8.37 CJN+S.TAX

Ali Yousuf, R.PH.
R.E. Webb, R.P •

10% DISCOUNT ON
ANY PRESCRIPTIONS
WITH UCF 1.0.

275·5855

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday

$1 .50
$1.50
$1 .50
$1 .50
$2.00
$2.50

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Find out how much .home
your rent money can buy.
We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. At our
CENTURY 21®office we can
show you how to turn your
rent money and a small down
payment into a home of your
own.
Because we know how to
make homes affordable to
first-time buyers.

To find out more, give us a
call today.
Put Number l to work for you:·

()ntu~

~--- ~21
l.IT:l..__J) U

Carol Smith Realty
10376 E. Colonial
Orlando FL
(305) 282-0213
Tower Place

© 1984 Century 21 RPal F.~tall• Corporation as trusll't' fur the NAF.
®and'" -tracl!'marl<s uf CC'ntury 21 Real Eslill<' C'orpnratinn . Equal llnusin!( (~>jx•rtnnit y Gl
EACH OFFICE IS INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED.
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EYECARE

Clem·son athletes
in drug scandal

Adults & Children
Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students and faculty
EYE EXAMS

Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

·QEJ

855-3100 .
South Orlando ·

(8~

Hours · begin at 8:00 a.m.

LADIES' APPAREL • Sizes 1-18
Karen Jacobs

•
i..,.r,;<---

• Dresses, sweaters
sportswear, jewelry
belts, skirts, b!Ouses

INTERIOR DESIGN
Cdrol Holten

GALLERY OF
FI NE ARTS

Open 9-5 Mon. - Sat.
Located next to the Oviedo Inn Susse M b ·
In The Courtyard
a ie
Phone 365-9663

•Home of the
"Mad Potters"
• Baskets, c lasses
• Pottery

YoUllRun Into Our

SuperlellersAll OverTuwn.

!JJ

(CPS) An under-wraps investigation of Clemson
University's athletic department by South Carolina
police and university officials
blew open Jan. 7 when several
athletes told local reporters
their coaches had given them
illegal prescripton drugs.
The drug trail could lead to
Tennessee, where officials
suspect Vanderbilt athletes
smuggled the drugs to Clemson.
Combined with similar incidents nationwide, the Clem·
son case may help some
reformers pass strict new
regulations of college
athletes' behavior.
"There's a grpwing concern
across the country that college athletics will end up in
the same drug-use situation
as - professional athletics,''
says Eric Zemper, research
coordinator for the NCAA.
~ In Clemson's case, students
allege track coach Stanley
Narewski and. strength and
conditioning coach Sam L.
Colson gave track members
phenylbutazone, a drug
prescribed for joint inflammation.
"As of now we've only
found definite problems in the
track department,'' says Jane
Kidd, Clemson's news service
director. ''But we're checking
out the rest of the athletes.
We want a complete investiga tion.''

team member Steij en
Jaspers, a Dutch Olympic
runner. An autopsy revealed
Jaspers died of a congenital
heart defect, but traces of the
drug were found in his
bloodstream and a bottle of
pills was found in his dorm
room, Kidd says.
A coroner's jury verified
Jaspers had no allergic reaction to the drug, which he
took up to 42 hours before his
death, she adds. "Most news
stories have been inaccurate
on this point," Kidd notes.
"Jaspers'
death was
unrelated to the drug."
But the drug's presence in
Jaspers' body led the State
Law Enforcement Division
and the 13th Circuit
Solicitor's office to ask the
university to help find the
source of the drug, Senn explains. Officials questioned
the track team members in
November. The athletes implicated
Colson
and
N arewski, - who resigned
without comment, Senn says.
,

The coaches resigned Dec.
11, two days after Clemson
suspended them, student
reporter Foster Senn confirms.
Their resignations follow
the October death of track _

You can make q.,quick stop by one of our many SuperTellers at
any hour of the day or night. At Barnett we make banking convenient.
And that's what makes us Floridas bank.

FORMERLY
· SUNWAY

MEAT MARKET
USDA
CHOICE

CHUCK
ROAST
s

1.49,b.

COUNTRY STYLE

R~GULAR

PORK

SUPER
Rl~S
SUBS
5
s 1.291b~ 2.99~a.

FRESH MADE

FRESH

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

COOKINGOOD
PREMIUM
BUDWEISER

LEG
QUARTERS

5

- 6-pack

CENTE~

COLE GROUN PATIO
PORK
SLAW CHUCK STEAKS STEAKS

99¢tb.

12 oz.

49¢1b.
FRESH

CUT

PORK
C·HOPS

1.591b. sl .99 ib. · .99c1b. sl. 991b.

WE SELL ONLY
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
MEATS

Austanan's
11039 E. Colonial
Orlando

275·9662
Mon. • Sun. 8·8.

University Blvd.

HY.y. 50

"I don't think the university will face any legal ramifications," Kidd says. "They're
no longer employees of the
university, so · any action
would be ag~nst them."

Spouses will repay
money given them
-.-. l for education

-Bamettls~~~~·

'AUSTANAN'S

Investigators insist they'll
contact every Clemson
athlete during the inquiry,
and extend the probe to
neighboring states to pursue
the Vanderbilt link. Clemson
official hope the inquiry .
results, which will go to a
grand jury, keep the university out of the spotlight'and out
of court.

(CPS) A new divorce_ law . banuldd through medical school
recover 50 percent of
which entitles Californians to co
reimburseme.n t of money the money, plus interest,
following her divorce.
spent to put their husband or
In her divorce suit, first filwife through college promises ed in 1979, Janet Sullivan
to make education costs part asked the court to force her
. of divorce settlements in
other states and keep the former husband, Mark
.
.
Sullivan, to repay all money
Califorrua .court system busy she pru'd for Mar k' s educa t'ion
for some time, experts say.
.
. t o ef- · as well
. as a share of. his
. future
The 1aw whi ch went m
'
.
.
earrungs as a phys1c1an.
_ feet Jan. 1, says m divorce
The court- THE NEW
s~ttlements a sp.ouse .has. a STATE LAW -failed to adr1ght to be repa1d-w1th m- d
th .
f fut
ress e issue o
ure earnterest-for money spent to .
b t did
J
1
.
h mgs, u
rue
anet
put
II his or her spouse throug Sullivan s hould b e par t'all
i y
coAege.
di
reimbursed for the money she
s many as 150 pen ng .
.
,
· mvested
d i. vorce se ttl emen t s in
d t' m her husbands
Id b f e uca ion.
. 1
Ca liforrua
a one cou
e a"But short of a prenuptial
fected by ~he new law, one at- agreement or signed contract
torney estunates..
spelling out how education
At ~he same time the .law costs will be repaid or how
went mto effect, the Califor- future earnings will shared,
~a. ~upreme Court ~et a there's not much a couple can
Judicial precedent when it rul- do but settle things in court,"
e4 a woman who put her bus- she adds.

A SPRINKLE A DAY: The big
news this issue is that UCF is
sprinkling waste water in the woods
out back. The water is supposed to
filter down through the earth and .
replenish the aquafer. Too bad we
couldn '.t rig something similar and
sprinkle waste courses over
students. Instead of having students
atteµd Freshman Comp, Economics
Eind Music Appreciation, UCF could
set up some kind of educational
sprinkler system and douse students
as they 'Yalk to class. No one retains
much of what they learn in those
classes anyway. Thesis statements
and comparison and contrast essays
would filter through and could be
used over ·and over again.
MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING:
What gets lost in the negative press
that has been heaped on the basketball and football programs is the
outstanding success of our women's
teams. The women's basketball team
was a force in Division II and could
very well win 20 gam9s this season,
its first in Division I. The women's
soccer team has made the NCAA
tournament the past several years.
All this while being severely underfunded. By law, UCF is supposed to
- spend 37 percent of its athletic
budget on women's sports, but will
likely spend only 23 percent on the ·
women this year ·and for the next
four years until the $800,000
athletic deficit is gone. It would be
interesting to see what soccer ~oach
Jim Rudy and basketball coach Joe
Sanchez could accomplish with their
fair share of the money.
WELL, ~A YBE IT IS: The College of Arts and Sciences should do
more to help its students,· especially
during their senior year. "My
brother is an engineering major," an
English major who wished to remain
unidentified said. "During his senior
year he got a a letter asking him to
apply for a Visa card, and he doesn't
even have a job. I can't even get a
Tenneco credit card." The college
should have a seminar for English,
history, liberal arts and philosophy
majors to keep them from panicking
and becoming business majors in
their senior year. They could be
shown how to apply for food
stamps, where they can obtain
credit and be taught to pay bills on
the last possible day before the late
fee is tacked on.
BLOB FROM OUTER SPACE:
Apologies to the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Student Project Manager A.J. Vigil
wrote a very nice letter to correct
misleading information that appeared in this column. I said they
were building an antenna. "Our
earth station is a complete system
designed to receive microwave
television transmissions relayed
from outer space,'' wrote Vigil.
Sorry. It's a very nice antenna ... According to UCF' s handbook ·The
Golden Rule, if you want to skydive
on campus, you have to request permission three weeks in advance...

~Futu~

Nobody wins with execution
Capital punishment, while now a fairly accepted practice in
the field of corrections, has fallen to a new and different moral
low point. The act has now gone from an administration of
justice to a public spectacle.
Jaines David Raulerson; who was executed Wednesday morning for the murder of a Jacksonville police officer, was much
less than a human being to many people. To the 50 or so supporters of the death penalty· who watched and clapped as
Raulerson's body was driven off in the hearse, he was an example. Or even less, he was satisfaction.
It was reported that Jacksonville police officers wore T-shirts that read "Crank up old Sparky" and "Raulerson,
make my day." These are law enforcement officers who are entrusted with the safety and welfare of our society. Why is it
that men, entrusted with such responsibilities find death so
desirable?
Raulerson's execution was an administration of justice. The
People of the State of Florida found him guilty of murder artd
subsequently decided that he should die for if. He-did. - · ··---Nothing about the execution was glorious. Certaiiily the act
was in no way a solution or absolution to the pain and suffering
families and friends have suffered. No one profited from the .
· outcome.
·
There was only loss.
The real tragedy of all this is the fact that nothing was gained~ The police officer's father kept his grayeside vow to see his
son's killer die. The "will of the people" was carried out.
Nothing more. ·
There's really nothing wrong with that. Our country was
founded on that fundamental basis. But for anyone to feel good
about it is perverse.
Before you all send a flood of letters calling me a "bleedin'
heart" and spouting the laurels of capital punishment, stop
and t~nk a moment. Would you really want anyone to die?
Mike Rhodes
Editor in Chief

Future
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Chugging along down the bike
path along Alafaya Trail one afternoon, I caught a glimpse of another
runner taking a side trip through
the woods. Curious, 'I decided to
follow him. What I saw about curled
my socks. ·
It looked like an army of
bulldozers had muscled their way
through the woods, chewing up the
trees, bushes and anything else in
their path. Then there were all these
signs that said ''Warning: Sanitary
Sprayfield Area.'' Goggle-eyed, it
took me a minute to realize where
the heck I was. It was what us~d to
be the Fit-Trail.
My question is, "Why?" Why did
they have to piCk that spot of all
places? And even if there was no
other choice, it seems to me that
there could have been some better
planning·done, like cleaning up their
mess· when they were done. Why
was the· ground left all torn up?
Granted, the wastewater they use
may be safe enough to drink (I
doubt that very highly) and su
therefore it won't hurt to run
through there because of it, but
what about the dangers underfoot?
In addition, why is UCF using their
facilities to take care of waste from
Westinghouse. and the Research
Park? Westinghouse is surrounded
by acres of land. They even have
their own jogging path. However;
while they are welcome to have their
waste sprayed on UCF' s exercise
trail, UCF students are not welcome
to use- their jogging path. Not too long ago the Research
Park put up "Private Property"
signs along thel.r roads. This makes
me wom1er. Is the time coming when
runners will no longer be welcome to
run along the road in there as well?
There are preciQus few places for
people to work out around UCF as it
is.
But, back to the situation at hand.
Let's look at the ~ituation
aesthetically. The Fit-Trail was a
real pleasure because it was out in
the woods-there were things to
look at, things to smell. It was like
an island in a sea of civilization. Out
there, for awhile at least, it was just
you (and maybe a friend o;r two) and
the earth.
There were the exercise ·stations as
well, for those who wanted to work
out, but didn't care to run or pump
iron. Now half of them are gone and
the trail is going to be shorter.
Well, I suppose that it was all
done in the name of progress, a
word that gets used frequently to
excuse otherwise inexcusable acts. I
am also aware that UCF is growing
at a very rapid rate, that the
physical facilities must be expanded
to meet the needs of the students
here. I just wish that the administration and the planners would
look at more than just the nickels
and dimes of a project before they
jump in. UCF is a beautiful university. I just hope that its beauty is not
sacrificed in the name of progress.

0
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misconstrue our criticism as aimless bitching, but
rather as constructive criticism coming from a few
concerned students.

D Senators deserve kick

LETTERS

Editor:
Your article, "Yuppies for Activism," was quite
a surprise to myself when reading it in The Future
editorial page. Usually Student Government news
tends to dominate the front page of your paper.
Ironically, this time you choose to barbecue those
senators who failed to attend their meeting, along
with their apathetic constituents. It is high time
that the Seventeenth Student Senate receive a
swift kick in the ass in hopes that they come alive.
As a former senator myself, I am now ashamed to
think that those sneators cannot even show the
decency to their respective constituents and attend
their weekly meeting. This type of action, or lack
thereof, is not only reflective upon themselves, but
more specifically on their elected leadership team,
i.e. Vice President and Pro Tempore of the Senate.
Furthermore, it is then apparent that those
senators who frolicked on their weekend junket at

M.P. Tierney
Liberal Studies

our expense, believe in spending their constituents
money with very little intention of representing
those who elected them. Whether apathy is, or is
not, a major problem within the social strata of the
university, this by no means is a 1 'blanket excuse"
for the senate to do the same.

Letter Policy

Letters to the editor should be typed on a 60-space
When the senate leadership team becomes sue- line and double spaced. The deadline is Monday at 5
cessful at marshalling their men, perhaps then they p.m. for that weeks' publication. Letters must be
might reevaluate their priorities. Rather than acw signed by the author and should include the
ting as trustees for their constituents, the time is author's major and phone number for verification
now that senators act on behalf of their electors' in- purposes. If cause is shown, the author's name may
terests. Rather than enlarging their (senate) offices, be withheld.
quite possibly giving the students the proposed
·lounge and new game room just might be_in order.

We can now only hope that the senate not

by Carl McKnight
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MONDAY
NIGHT
•BEAT THE CLOCK
•LARGE SCREEN MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL SPECIAL
• 8:00 P.M. FREE DRINKS
• 9:00 P.M. 50¢ DRINKS
• 10:00 P.M. $1.00 DRINKS .

TU.ESDAY
NIGHT
• GENTLEMAN'S NIGHT
• FREE ENTRANC~ FOR MEN
• 50¢ DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT LONG

~

~

.

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

$$$ BIG CASH an_d PRIZES .$$$

~
~

Sl 00 for weekly 1st place
and the chance to come .
back In the finals at a later
date for the Grand Prize of

,:.;

~·
~

l,,,,,,,. . . . . .,~~~~~c:.~. . . . . ., . . . . . ., . .~,. . .~

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE

MON.·_THURS. WITH 1.D.
Capacity For Over 1000 Party Goers Till 2 a.m. ·

HOURS:

MON.·THURS.
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

.

~

~

• LADIES NIGHT
•LADIES .DRINK FREE AT 8:00 ·9:00
• FREE ENTRANCE & FREE FROZEN DAQUIRIES

t-

I
THURSDAY. ~ I
II Lip·Shfick
NIGHT ! ~ I
Contest
·1
I I
· BigA Lip-Sine
Talent contest;
I
cash and prize awards.
I Imitate your
favorite recording
I
star and win!
I Contestindividual
open to all air bands or
I
talents
·
I~ For.(Monday
details and entry contact Lee Barnard~
· Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) I
I
.CALL 851-3962
~
is judged by:
I~
I~ Contest
1) Lip Sincability
~ 2) Originality
I
·I~ 4)3) Costumes
~
Showmanship
I~
.I 6)5) Audience
response
I Use of the microphone
~
I
~

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

*

.

,..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~

8P.M.·2A.M.
6P.M.·2A.M.
8P.M.·2A.M.

4893 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
CALL FOR OUR MANY NIGHTLY SPECIALS

PROPER DRESS REQUIRED

851•3 9 6 2
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FOR RENT

Roommate wanted male or
female $185 a month plus 1/2
utllltles. 1/2 mile from UCF. 2bd., 1
1/2 bath. As soon as possible. Call
275-9257 mominas or eve.nines.
"-.

Room for rent - all utilities Included.
Close to UCF. 560 wkly. Call
273-4949.

HELP WANTED .

2 Furn. rooms w/utll. One w/ 1/2
bath $225/mo. - other - 5200/mo.
10 min. - Tuscawllla Rd. 671..6355.
Furnished room w / private bath
and private entrance. Call .
282-2440 anytime.
Five miles from UCF. 5450/mo. luxury condo, many extras, quiet, 2
bed I 2 bath, 677-5947 days,
657-6957 eve.
Furnished, spacious 2 be!. 2 bth.
across from UCF. Central air and
heat. 2-3 peopie $400. 4 people
$425. 273-0768. No. pets.
Eastbrook 4 bdrm. 2 bath home,
split plan AC/oil furn. All appliances. 671 -0301day,862-8768
nights for apt. available Feb. l.
NEW LUXURIOUS TOWNHOUSE 2
Bdrms, l l /2 Baths, appliances &
mini blinds. Washer and dryer
hook up. Near UCF $425/mo. No
lease required. 282-3579.
Looklng for a classy place to live?
Here's your chancel 2 bdrm/2
bath home 1/2 mile from UCF.
Cathedral ceillng, ltailian tile kitchen, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
and all other modern conveniences. Call Tom after hours.
275-3241 or at work 660-6975.
OViedo efficency Apt's furnished.
All utilities and color TV. Walk to
restaurants, shopping, bank, and
post office. No lease or deposit required. Pay weekly. Call the
OViedo Lodge in Down Town
OVledo 365-5276.
UCF area furnished 1 bdrm. apt.,
adults, no pets. 5300. 273-0748.
Goldenrod and University. 2
master bdrm/2 l {2 bath, paddle
fans, wet bar, fully eqpd kich,
washer, dryer. Avail. March 1 5525.
Call Kim or Cindy 678-2358.
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
$450fmo. Call Lanita·. Salmakers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.
Waterbeds·Rent To Own from
$7 /week. no creQJt check. Wizard's
Waterbed Rentals. 896-1344.

RO~OMATES
Roommate wanted 2 bedroom 2
bath . duplex l mite from UCF.
Washer/dryer. No depostt $220
plus halt utilities. Call ·Randy
273-3493.
Female roommate needed new
condo - off 50 and Alafaya. Pool,
part. furnished. PRIVACY 5175 Call
now 281-0712.
4 miles from UCF Share large new
3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Lake
Burkett. Non-smoker preffer ed.
Call 65 7-0088.
I

Female non-smo1<111g roommate
wanted to share 2 bdrm. 1 l /2
bath furnished townhouse in Fox
Hunt Lanes. Own bdrm. furniture Is
needed. Has all appliances tnc Iud Ing waher/dryer and
microwave. $200 plus 1/2 util. Call
.
273-0696.

Female to share rental house.
$170 plus 1/3 utilities. Casselberry,
near UCF and shopping. 695-3929.
A quiet apt. for non-smoker. Near
·UCF, pool, tennis, etc. Call Jim
before 3 p.m. 273-2201 or leave
message 894-2762.

I

Florida-wide retail firm seeks fulland part-time sales help. No prior
experience necessary. Ideal for
students. Flexible hours available.
Days, nights, and weekends ..
Average pay 55-1 Ofhr. Call Mr.
Martin 291-1603.

Is It true you can buy jeeps for S44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
todayl
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

Professional Typist. Experienced in
all work incl. medical and legql.
UCF empl. · 1 mi. north. Marti
365-6874.

English Springer Spaniel pups. Fine
family, hunting, or show dogs. Excellent AKC pedi9ree. 277-3980.

Term papers
862-1432.

Established word processing
business with excellent potential
and proven profitability for sale
277-3980.

RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-657-0C79.

TYPISTS

typed.

OTHER
HORSE BOARDING-full board, very
clean. Close to college. Turn out
available - many extras. Private!
Call 365-9820.

Vivian

Water Polo Team now forming in
Orlando - Interested? Exp'd or
novice, women and men please
call 281-0049.

Word Processing and Editing. Profess Iona I writer and former
Engllsh{Buslness
teacher.
Reasonable rates. Call Jan
855-4077.

WANTED

Typing Services - Reasonable
rates - Professional work - Word
processing used. Ten min. from
UCF. Call Chris 381-0123.
Pizza delivery Persons wanted.
Flexable hours. 53.35 hr. plus tips
and commission. Domino's PiZza
699-6666.
Couple, light work of 20 hours per
week in exchange for furnished
apt. Includes utilities. prefer math,
computer, or accounting major
for some bookeeplng on Apple
Computer. Hours will be taylored
to fit your schedules. In OViedo,
work cand be shared by both and
does not require computer work if
you wish. Call 365-3648 in evening
or morning.
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $15,000 $50,00.0 f yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4~28 for information.
extra Income. Your own business.
No Investment, no selling. 2 hours
a week per your schedule.
275-6593.
Help needed for home cleanln'servlce. Flexible hours and good
starting pay. Must have car and
phone. Call 671-7463.
Students needed to clean homes!
Work around your schedules. Call
699-1636.

I·

FOR SALE

WORDSMITH
Professional Word Processing
· Cheapest rates in town. Will pick
up and deliver. 671-6471 Tom
Hicklin.
TYPING-accurate, fast, and very
reasonable . · 657-9073 or
657-9015.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Guaranteed 100% Accurac:Y.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
·cALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.
Typing-Word Processlng-Fasr Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rates. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-4863 or
657-2733.
-

WATERBED - Kingsize - wooden
frame with protective pads. $140
OBO. Call 275-6645.

We can help you get your work
out
ACCURATELY
and
ON TIMERates:
$2.00/page-regular
(The best you'll find)
$2.50/page-overnight

197 4 Audi Fox. Good condition.
$1,400 OBO. Call Pete 277-0070
or 841-0460.
Waterbed. 5130 Call 275-4439.
'72 Mercury Capri, yellow, looks
good, needs transmission work.
Has many new parts. 281-6772
asking $495 OBO.
Herballfe - A weight loss program
capable of fantastic results or use
natural herbs and vitamin supplements . as a healthy energy
stimulus - Call now 425-2122.
Custom Built solid wood 2 bdrm. 2
1{2 bath home on scenic 7 acres
and small_ fishing lake. Fenced,
pasture, trees. 5109,000. By
owner. Close to UCF. Call
349-5926 for more details.

,· weDoMore
Than Keep
The Books

Crisis Pregnancy Center .
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405·
- W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
he<Jlth care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
.
1240 Hiilcrest,_l blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
$5 off with this ad

PERSONALS

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure tor the
term paper blues."

1975 MUSTANG GKIA auto .
AM/FM/Cass-. clean, runs good
$800 call 671-7852.

SERVICES

TYPING: Term papers, theses, etc.
EDITING INCLUDED. STEPHANY,
678-5087.

Couch & matching chairs - in excellent conditon. Call 677-1299
after 7 p.m.

House tor sale by owner / UCF
faculty. 4-bdrm. 2-bath 7 yr. old
split plan. X-lg. closets, ceiling fans,
all rooms paneled. Family rm.,
large kitchen, new roof, fresh paint
inside, many xtrs. Howell Estates
location. 580,000 - 12% VA (7 3k)
& 57,000 cash. Call 678-8239 for
appointment.

Tutor wanted for quantitative
methods ECO 3411. Ph. 331-5320
John.

Both rates include GRAMMAR
SPELLING AND PUNCTUATION
CORRECTIONS, also a free title
page and a report cover.
· FREE PICKUP-FREE DELIVERY
(CALL 24 HOURS)

2~7-3980

Male white, brown eyes, slim 33
yrs. 5'7" 140 lbs. college graduate
enjoys sports, outdoors, travel,
and music seeks a young woman
bteen. 19 and 30 yrs. slim,
educated for a lasting relOTionship
full of joy and love. Write if possible, include picture, to P.O. Box
1269 Altamonte Springs, FL 32715.

Translations and Interpretations,
German / Spanish. Experienced.
896-8793.

Doctor Problem: unauthorized
materialization! "What's that K9?"
he said we have landed doctor.
"Hmmm it seems we have landed
in an orange grove." (More Dr.
Who!!)

-

Wanted: Gay Harly rider with whips
and chains. If interested call
Kathleen at Apopc.
Kathleen C. Johnson is a pool
shark.
Signed Bill Tucker
Male Professional - Engineer - 33
yrs. enjoys meeting all people of
the world. Desires to meet a Latin
girl.to exchange French language
for Spanish ·o r others who is between 19 and 30 yrs. Slim and
eductaed tor dating, dining, and
possible long lasting relationship.
Please write and inc[ude phone.
253 Spanish Trace, Altamonte Springs, FL, 32714.

CARPOOL

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

.2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405

WORDMASTERS
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.
Call after 6 p.m. 788·9097
EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, manuscript,
theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar,
punc., and editing Included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.
Total secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service ·at affordable
fees. 657-0705.
TYPING-Prof. styled work. WORD
PROCESSOR._ moderate rates, fast.
Call Susanne 277-4857.

.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth conirol
Information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, conflaential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
.
898-0921
.-

Deland{O.C.
to commute? Let's pool. Will drive
or ride. Call Jeff at 904-736-8315.
_Greenville, S.C. - someone to
share drive and gas on weekend
visits. Donna 671-5703.

·~Future
Rates

OFFICE HOURS
8:30-5 Monday through Friday

S.50/line Students,

TELEPHONE

Staff, and Faculty

275-2865

DEADLINE
For placing a Classified advertisement of 5pm the Monday prior to
Friday's publication.

Sl.00/llne Businesses
and non-students

ports_·--------........~_..___..::.......-...~~---.............__
nights sixth ·win comes
ith record home crowd
by Morgan Phillips
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Saturday evening, a season-high crowd of
1,157 watched the . UCF Knights defeat
icholls State 71-70.
Stan Kimbrough led all scorers in the game
with 27 points, giving him a total of 50 over
the last two games. John Friday and Sam
lexander each pumped in 13 points to pace
the Knights.
During the first half Alexander 'Showcased
·s talent, racking up all of his points plus
seven rebounds. The first "half was a good ·
sign for Alexander who had been off the mark
· his last few games.
Kimbrough had 17 points in the first half
and along with Alexander, led the Knights to
a hard fought 39-39 tie at halftime.
When the teams returned Alexander had
cooled off but Friday was just getting warmed up. Friday, not to pe outdone, also grabbsd eight rebounds and blocked two shots. His
effort was a great improvement over his last
showing against Baptist College when he only managed to foul out of the game.
Gary Burrell led the Colonels in scoring
'th 18 points but Nicholls State's well
rounded attack kept them even until the end.
•':rhe Colonels had nine players scoring points
whi~e the Knights only had six.

Coach Machock said that he felt the
Knights' biggest advantage came when they
switched defenses after halftim~. "We were
having problems with defense in the first half
so we switched to a match defense for the remainder of the game,'' Ma chock said. ''It
took a while for them to get used to it but I
think that the change w&s a large factor in
the win."
Machock also mentioned that he felt the
large attendance had a tremondous effect on
. the game. "I am really pleased to see all the
students coming out to the game," Machock
said. "As far as I'm concerned-they should
have a party after all of the games. I think
that the game gave the students something
to do on a Saturday evening.-' '
Throughout the game the crowd made their
presence felt with vocal support of the
Knight cagers. The "Wave" even made an appearance in the gym as the students and
other supporters ·cheered for the home team.
With 21 seconds left in the game the Colonels fouled Knight player Chris Wallen to
send him to the line. With UCF up by a point
Wallen could guarantee a Knight victory
with two points on the one and one.
W alien's shot went wide and Burrell came

Susan Patz is The Future's Player
of the Week. This is her second time
receiving the honor in three weeks.
· She wins the award for her outstanding contribution to the Lady
Knights' overtime wins against
Virginia Commonwealth and
Tulane.
In the Jan. 19, VCU game Patz
scored 30 points to propel the Lady
Knights to an 82-81 victory. She
scored six points in the overtime
period.
Head coach. Joe Sanchez said,
"She · almost beat them singlehandedly in that overtime period.''
In the Jan. 22, 75-70 overtime victory against Tulane Patz contributed 18 points and six rebounds.
by Terry Keene

-

UCF head coach Chuck Machock watches on as the
Knights battle to hold on to a precarious 71-70 lead over
the Nichols State Colonels.

SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 16

Player of the Week

.

Pam Glmson/Fulure

Ladies beat Stetson
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Lady Knights' head coach Joe Sanchez found the right combination at
the right time to come from behind to
beat Stetson in the last three seeonds,
72-70 ·Wednesday night. Kristy
Burns, UCF's 5-10 junior forward
who ended the game with 16 point.s,
went to the foul line with the game
tied at 70-70 and sank two winners in
the clutch.
UCF, 17-6, held the lead only once
in the first half at 4-2 and fell nine
points behind Stetson by halftime,
36-27. The Lady ·Knights made only
11 of 31 (.350 percent) shots from the
field in the first half.

Meanwhile the . Lady Hatters' inside game was controlling the ball
game. A~ the midway point in the
game Deidre Hillery led all scorers
with 14 points. Hillery, Stetson's 6-0
freshman center, was the 1983-84
Seminole County Player of the Year
as a high school senior, averaging 16
points and 16 rebounds.
Sanchez left his starters in the
game for nine and a half minutes
before he sent Fran Tabor into the
game. Tabor, a - 5-8 junior guard, .
sparked the Lady Knights' scoring
with three assists as UCF pulled
within three points of Stetson at 7:05
of the first half, 21-18.
Then when UCF was getting close,

SEE LADIES, PAGE 15
'

ome spo.rts are -not for public discussion
While reading The Future last week I noticed in
"Sports Briefs" an announcement proclaiming the
opening of the newly upgraded UCF Disc Golf
Course. Nothing against Loren Knutson, Rec. Services director, but what kind of game is disc golf?
The world seems to be devolving to games which
as kids we would have been embarrassed to play;
let alone announce to anyone that we played them.
When I was younger, my older brotheF-left one of
his golf clubs at our house during a visit. !'must
have spent the next two or three weeks playing golf
·n the cow pasture. Of course I only had one club, a
seven-iron, and I only had the holes I dug myself,
but I had a great time. Even though I really did en.oy myself, I would have never told anyone about
it. Imagine what someone on the basketball team
at my high school would think if they heard about
it. I think I would have had to quit the team out of
shame.
Now we have one-club golf tournaments at UCF.
Just a couple weeks ago Dave Van Cura and Loren
Knutson won the "Home on the Range" tournament.

The new frisbee game, called Ultimate,.is basically basketball with a frisbee. If you want to play
basketball, play basketball_:_don't get weird throwing frisbees around outside.
The other day I think I saw the ultimate (if you'll
forgive the pun) devolution: A guy was by the
engineerfng building kicking~ little cloth baggy inWhat other wonde,rful games should we be em- to the air. Someone told me the game he was playbarrassed to play? Imagine walking into a bar and ing is called hackey-sack. It sure looks like the perannouncing you are on the UCF Cross Country son stayed in the sack too long and went hackey.
team. So, big deal. The only r·e ason I want to get
I can just see it now, the sport of the future, "Inout and run five miles is if some 6 foot 5 inch tall, vasion." The object of this game is for the entire
275 pound thug is trying to catch up with me.
student body to invade and conquer the opposing
As an example how games devolve, look at foot- . university, much like our counterparts during the
ball. It took hundreds of years for football to evolve Middle Ages. Maybe the Knights will have finally
into what it is today. What is the big sport you hear. found something they can win at. Think of all the
about now? Soccer. Everyone wants to play this fun we could have, destroying Century Tower at
new· game. Heck, soccer has been around longer the University of Florida, torching the Sun Dome
than George Burns. Then of course we have the at South Florida, and slaughtering the Seminoles in
popularity of the other soccer offshoots; rugby, Tallahassee. We could even get ESPN to cover the
Canadian football, and Australian football. Why competitions-"Ladies and Gentlemen, introduccan't people understand that football came about ing the number-one Invasion team in Division I, the
to replace these other inferior games?
µCF Invading Knights."

[ 6- -
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Pat Cucci: UCF'S model athlete/coach
by Joanne White
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF's coaching staff has a sparkling asset in Pat
Cucci, the wrestling coach. Cucci has a dual responsibility-not only is he a coach he also serves as
director of the ticket office in the sports facility.
When you first meet Cucci you find his easygoing
personality and quick wit will put you at ease.
However, don't let him fool you-he means
·' ·
·
business.
This is Cucci' s second season as head coach of the
wrestling team. He came to UCF after graduating
from Appalachian State University in B.oone,
North Carolina, as a physical education major.
. . While a student ,at Appalachian, Cucci was also a
member the wrestling team.
Cucci's wrestling career began to unfold at an
early age. His oldest brother Gennaro was involved
in wrestling in Illinois. The sport followed his family to Bradenton, Florida where he and his brothers
wrestled at Southeast High School. "We brought
the first mat to Southeast from Illinois with us. It
was my oldest brother Gennaro who got us going,''
said Cucci. Although wrestling was the primary
love for Cucci he was also a three sport letterman in
high school, adding football and baseball to his
repertoire of athletics.
The influence toward sports comes from a
predominately athletic family. "My two older
brothers were involved heavily in sports and it just
seemed to follow on down the.line. My two younger
brothers have been involved in sports in
school-they both wrestled. My youngest brother,
Anthony will probably be the best of us all. After
all he has numerous teachers. Even my two
younger sisters were involved in various aspects of
sports," said Cucci.
·
Parental guidance and support played a big part
in Cucci's life. From the discipline and responsibility he gained from his parents Cucci has molded his
life. "Without niy parents I wouldn't have gotten

or nothing, hurt or be hurt," said Cucci. "Pat never
gives up. If he wants something he goes after it,"
said John White, Cucci's former teammate and college roommate.
The domineering personality of Cucci occasionally surfaces, but to the people who know him he's
regarded as a friend you can count on. "Pat is a
gentleman and a friend you can count on when you
need one,'' said Small. That same thought is shared
by people who have known him for years. "I'd say
Pat is the best friend a person could have. He cares
about you and just can't do enough for you," commented White.
Being a young coach may have presented problems for Cucci in the beginning, but he took care
of any notions early on in his new career. "I've had
to earn the respect of the wrestlers, but once they
find out I'm serious and they can benefit from my
knowledge and experience it all works out," commented Cucci. In some cases his youthfulness
may have hurt, but once you find out he's serious
when it comes to wrestling and coaching you forget
his youth, he's the coach. I think in some cases he
may have had to .earn respect, but I feel we have
benefitted from his knowledge and experi~nce. I
·
know I have," said Small.
Cucci wants the best for his wrestlers, and in
spite of occasional funding obstacles he never gives
up. He wants his wrestlers to be winners in one way
or another. "I try to i.each them to reach excellence.
I also try to teach them to deal with failure and use
it for their benefit," commented Cucci. Being in a
new division this year the team has had to face a
few disappointments,· but "they always come back
harder.
As far as his future goes Cucci would like to complete the work on his master's degree. "Right now
I'm working at snail's pace. This is very important
to me though, because from what I learn it could do
nothing but help in the field of sports," said Cucci.
"He's definitely an asset to this University. Given
the chance he can do a lot,'' said Small.
11

Pat Cucci

this far. Their guidance and restraint really helped
me out. They taught me how to live my life and
they allowed me to pursue my goals," said Cucci.
This same discipline has followed Cucci onto the
mat in high school and college and now as a coach.
"Pat works hard and stresses knowledge, conditioning and discipline on the mat and off,'' commented John Small, UCF's heavyweight wrestler.
·All through his young life Cucci has had to face
various injuries and operations for the love of his
sport. "I've had operations on my knees, shoulder
and nose, but it won't stop me. I go all out-it's all

SUN STATE FORD MAKES

IT EASY ·T O DRIVE!
1985

.>

WITH. THE PURCHASE .OF ANY NE·w
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

SALES &
SERVICE

Extended Service Plan
The Ford Extended Service Plan is acontract bet·
ween you and Ford Motor Company that protects you
against unexpected repair costs on an extensive list
of majorcomponents. and lets you drive with peace of
mind .

.

24 MONTH

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE
/

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

or
24,000 MILE
.Maximum Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

•
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Central Florida
bodybuilder wins
by Don Wittekind
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

In only her second appearance in bodybuilding
competition, UCF senior Etta
Timmerman placed first in
the middleweight division
before moving on to capture
the overall title of the York
, Classic Bodybuilding Championship held at JJ Whispers
nightclub last Saturday.
In return, the radiology major recieved two hundred
dollars and two large
trophies. Timmerman · com, mented, "You had to be a
bodybuilder just to carry
them (the · trophies) off the
stage."
While new to bodybuilding,
Timmerman is by no means
new to athletics. Timmerman
was a volleyball standout in
high school but due to injuries, accounting for four
seperate knee operations, she
had to turn down an athletic
scholarship to Penn State and
settle for an academic scholarship to UCF.
Timmerman
started
bodybuilding as simple
physical therapy. Her modeling agency, Odyssey Produc,,. " tions, took an interest and
convinced her to enter into
the sport competitively. "I
like to think of myself as a

.

•HIMMtr~ FROM PAGE 13

feminine bodybuiler,
masculine", Timmerman
said, "I try to stress tone instead of bulging muscles.''.
Timmerman, who is sponsored by World of Fitness and
Tan-Fastique, plans to participate in the Daytona Beach
Easter Classic and hopefully
the Miss Florida Champion-.
ship to be held in Miami. Her
ultimate goal is to make the
cover of Muscle and Fitne~s
magazine.

r-----....,.,....-..........-----"""..._......_...,..~,"4

UCF student Etta Timmerman has found recent success in bodybuilding competition. In
her last contest, held at JJ Whispers, Timmerman placed first in the middle weight dtvision
and went on to capture the overall title.
The part time model also received a two hundred dollar cash award on which she commented, "I've got a lot of things_to spend it
on, but I know some clothes are in order."

Stetson pulled out to a
seven point lead at 6: 10. Sanchez inserted 5-8 freshman
guard Sabrina Tussey to
reverse the momentum.
Tussey, who was named
everything · (All-District, AllArea, All-Region, All-State
Tournament and AllKentucky) but All-World last
year at Belfry High, responded with two free throws and a
thirty foot shot that had trajectory of a Pershing II
missile. Tussey' s four points
brought the Lady Knights
within one .point of the Lady
Hatters, 25-24.
Stetson outscored UCF
11-3 in the final four minutes
of the first half to move out to
a nine point lead, 36-27.
UCF's plan was to keep
Stetson's big players in a
transition by using the fast
part of Sanchez's roster to get
the ball on the run. However
UCF, who.have not played for
a week, did not have the timing in the first half to run the
ball on the fast break.
Susan Patz, 6-1 junior forward, started the second half
with the hot hand for the
Lady Knights. She scored 11
of her 21 points in the contest
dilring the first six minutes of
the second half. Patz pulled
down a team high 12 rebounds to control the
backboard for UCF. Her 11
points at the beginning of the

SEE LADIES, PAGE 20

'CA-R-EER·· DAY'
February 14, 1985

Howard Phillips _Hall
11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
PresentatiOns by local Business Leaders
from
~ndustry

Finance

Accounting
Coun ci I Of Busine,55 Orf;1fli2'ltions
For more information, contact Al Pearce at x - 2322
This organization is funded through the Activities and Services 'Fees, as allocated by the Student
Government of the University of Central Florida.
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Ladies win in overtime
by Scott Gunnerson
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

All they nee~ is math and science
to change thei~ ~ourse in history.
As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can help developing countries
develop the minds they need to join the technological revolution.
The Peace Corps needs teachers with math or science degrees. For
further information, call toll-free 800-424-8580. And ptit your
experience to work where it can do a world .of good.

.

US.P~eCorps.

The toughest JOh you'll ever lo"Ve.

In their second overtime
game in four days, the Lady
Knights exploded for seven
points in overtime to defeat
Tulane, 75-70. The game was
the third of a five game r.oad
trip that ends on Saturday
against Florida International
in Miami.
UCF forwards Kristy
Burns and Susan Patz led the
Lady Knights with 18 points.
UCF guard DeAnn Craft added 13 points, three assists and
four steals.
Lady Knight Christine
Strahl grabbed seven rebounds to lead UCF before
fouling out. Lori Oldham also

fouled out, but not before she
passed out eight assists. Off
the bench, for UCF head
coach . Joe Sanchez, Valerie
Roe·ssler scored 11 points and
pulled down five rebounds.
Turnovers were the death of
Tulane. Tulane had four
players to score in double
figures-Margie Crawford
with 15, Stacey Gaudet 14,
Janna Lewis and Paula
Brown with 12. But Gaudet
gave the ball up to the Lady
Knights seven times, Lewis
four and Crawford four.
Tulane gave away eight more
turnovers than UCF, 20-12.
· Only five of the twenty turnovers were counted as steals
for UCF.
No one shot well from the
field for the Lady Knight~ ex-

cept Roessler. Roessler, a 5-10
junior
forward
from
Casselberry, transferred to
UCF after playing for two
years at Seminole Community College in Sanford. Under
Illeana Gallagher, the Lady
Raiders' head coach, Roessler
scored an average of 11 points
and 9.8 rebounds per game en
route to All-FCCAA honors.
Roessler played her prep
basketball for Tom Hansen at
Shaler Area High in Pittsburgh, Peni1.sylvannia. As ·a
reserve in her sophomore
year, Roessler helped the
Lady Titans to the Quaker
State Championship. She was
a major component in
SAHS's 27-7 and 28-6 records
in her two final seasons.

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 13

down with the rebound.
A miss by Wallen in the
Baptist game the week before
had given Baptist another 4t
. chance, which they effectively
used to win 62-60 in overtime.
Machock said, "I thought, oh
no, here we go again.''
"When the other team gets
the ball in that situation and
the game comes down to that
last shot; it's a fifty-fifty
chance of winning,'' said
Machock.
Machock was correct in his
evaluation. Nicholls State hit
exactly fifty percent from the
floor.
The Colonels brought the
ball up the court and stalled
for the final shot. With eight ~
seconds on the ciock, Burrell
shot a brick from near the top
of the key that bounced off
the front of the rim. Nicholls
State got the rebound and ·
desperately tried to put it in.
But fate ;;miled on the
Knights this time and the CQl,
onels were unable to put 01?-e
through before the clock ran
out.
It was UCF's fifth win in
seven games. The Knights hit ~
55 percent from the floor 12
percent higher than their
season average.
The UCF men will .return
from a road trip on which
they played Tennesse.e Tech •
University and the University of Akron to play their next
home game against BethuneCookman College in the UCF
gymnasium on February 8.

I
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P~~ u~p!.!.!!!E ~·~!! ~ady Knights back on track
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST·N·TAPE'
facililies .
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

ltllliilMil. 12;10illo~ca•tio•ns•.- - - ~

tJ

~.

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

LSAT FEB 5
GRE FEB 14
EDUCATIONAL
MCAT FEB 24 TEST PAEIWIATIOH ~~ 1938

2230 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl. 32792

CLASSES FORMING

N~!

N

678-8400

r;

,

In New York State· Stanley H Kaotan Educational Center Lid

• Area's Largest-Cent~r
• First Jump Course
(square main parachutes)

• Equipment Sales
• Open 6 days a week
• Accelerated Free
Fall Course

World's Best known Parachute Center

6
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GOLDEN GLOBE
NOMINATIONS

BEST PICTURE (Drama)
"ONE
OF THE YEAR'S
10 BEST'~
US Magazine - Stephen Schaefer
·
INCLUDING

Entertainment Tonight - Leonard Maltln .
LA Times - Sheila Benson
Associated Press - Bob Thomas
USA Today - Jack Mathews
INN/Sneak Previews - Jeffrey Lyons
N.Y. Post - Rex Reed
N.Y. Dally News - Kathleen Carroll
Wall street Journal - .Allie Salamon
KNBC-TV, LA - David Sheehan
WNEW-TV, N.Y. - stewart Klein
KTTV, LA. - Robert Osborne
KABC-TV, LA - John Corcoran
Newsday - Joseph Gelmls
LA Daily News - Kirk Honeycutt
WOR-TV - .Aldith Crist
Gannett Newspapers - William Wolf
Hollywood Reporter - Robert Osborne
Baltimore
stephen Hunter

sun -

GENERAL CINEMA

AMC THEATRES

INTERSTATE MALL 6
STATE ID. 436 & 1·4

•

ALTAMONTE SPRGS. 831-3050
•

FASHION
SQUARE
3201 E. COLONIAL

· 1·

_____s_96_-_2s_1_1____

Knights in the Queens game
with 35 points. Burns
transferred to UCF from
South. Florida where she
started both years for the
Lady Bulls. In .her freshman
season, Burns averaged 16.0
points and 6.1 rebounds. Her
efforts earned her the honor
of NCAA freshman AllAmerican.
VCU hit 50. 7 percent of
their shots from the field (35
of 69), but could do only a little better from the free throw
line, making only 55 percent
of their free throws (11 of 20).
In a one point victory, missed
VCU free throws made a
great difference in the outcome. This season UCF's opponents have shot an average
of 58.8 percent .of their shots
from the charity line.

Knight marksmen off target
by Scott Wallin

813·788·5591
•

guards DeeAnn Craft and
Kathlynn Eshoo. Eshoo and
Craft combined to hand out
Susan Patz registered her eight assists . .
best game of the season as
Kristy Burns, 5 foot 10 inch
she helped pace the Lady tall junior forward, returned
Knights past Virgina Com- to the starting lineup for the
1monwealth in overtime, Lady Knights and scored 18
82-81. Patz surpassed. season points. A Street and Smith
high marks by scoring 30 All-American· at Pueblo·
points and pulling down 13 re- South High in Pueblo, Colbounds. The 13 rebounds by orado, Burns helped Lady
Patz is most by a Lady Colt coaches Rich Purcell and
Krught in a game this -year.
Rick Shelton to four state
But the most important tournament appearances. In
story in the "Diet Coke" the four years that Burns was
Classic Consolation game was a starter the Lady Colts comthat UCF got ha.ck on track piled a 90-7 record and Burns
after the major setback averaged 23 points per game
against Mercer in the opening in her senior year.
·
round, 96-64. ·
This season Burns is
. UCF. head Coach Joe San- averaging 17.8 points per
chez got good ball control game and scored the most
play out of his startin&' points in a game for a Lady

by Scott Gunnerson

The UCF rifle team was soundly defeated
by the University of Tampa Satur_day in a
half match on UT's home turf.
A half match requires each of the starting
. four marksmen to shoot 20 rounds of ammunition from the three positions: prone, ·
kneeling, and standing.
Out of the possible 2,400 points scored in a
half match, UCF only managed 1,603, while
UT easily posted a score of over 2,000.
Al McCormick led the Knights with 441
points, followed by David Lyons with 426,
and David Norris with 394. Mark Muncey, a

new addition to the squad, only contributed
342 points. Muncey, though, has brought
something to the team that assistant coach
Bob Hughes feels is vital. "He is -very serious
about the game and has brought a positive
attitude with him," Hughes explains. "He is
always looking to improve on his shooting
and will_listen to advice." After some work,
Hughes believes that Muncey can become the
number one shooter on the team.
The Knights will compete in the NCAA Intersectional tournament Feb. 9 at Florida Institute of Technology in Melbourne. Then,
UCF hosts the Florida Annual Collegiate
Shooting Championship March 2 at an as yet
undetermined location.
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D Renegade Scrimmage
Football fans will get their
first glimpse of the
Renegades Saturday (Feb. 2)
when the new United States
Football League franchise
plays its lirst scrimmage
against the Baltimore Stars
at 1:30 p.m. in Deland's Stec
Martjn Stadium.
The Renagades' owner
Don Dizney pledged his
team's proceeds to the UCF
foundation general scholarship fund.
Tickets for .the game will
be available at the gate and

advance tickets are on sale
from the Renegades or
through the UCF Student
Goverment. Tickets are, being sold on campus at the
Student Center and the
bookstore. Prices· are $4 for
adults, $2 for senior citizens
and $1 for children 12 years
and y-ounger.

D Renegade Coverage
The Future will be covering all ten home games of
the Orlando Renegades.
Watch
for
pregame
outlooks, game wrapups,
Renegade editorials, and
even the return of the infamous Pigskin Picks.
D Generals Arrive
The New Jersey Generals
will once again be training at
UCF. With them will be
Do\lg Flutie, Hershel
Walker, and Brian Sipe, all
well known names in professional football.

\Ne Do More

lhan Keep The Books
AT YOUR LIBRARY

------------------------,
\'t\ces

et~\ce

_l/r) Gtea\

o ~'-" o\)~''\"i s .

(jb .I #J §b1I3 :t•H

(305) 657-6786

On SR 436 at Casselton Corners
(between Aloma & Howell Branch Rd.)

----~-~-------------~~---·

's
Casa Park Villas is a Tuscawilla
community of two-and three-bedroom townhome villas designed to
combine the best of country club livin,g with the convenience of the city.
Outstanding amenities and -location
offer every opportunity for the active
life. A long list of exceptional features typical of country club
elegance and a suprisingly low
price make Casa Park Villas one of
the area's truly superb home values.

0 IB'
0 IB'

GENUINE TILE ROOFS
17 CL' FT. AUTO . GE REFRIGERATOR
DISli WASHER

0 IB'
0 . IB' WASH 1NG MACHINE
0 IB' CLOT!-'E!3 DRYER
0 IB' GARBAG::: DISPOSAL
0 IB' RANGE HOOD I FAN
0 IB' PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
0 IB' MA'TURE LANDSCAPING
SPRINKLER SYSTEM

0 IB'
SUPER-SAFE SECURITY
D
IB' STEEL DOORS - SAFE TY LOCKS
0 IB' AWARD WINNING DESIGNS
0 IB' CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
0 Ila' INSULATED GL\SS WINDOWS
0 IB' 2 CEILING FANS (INSTALLED)
.O IB' MINI BLINDS

.

MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY.

0 IB'

MARBLE WINDOW SILLS

O
O IB'

GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS

~

0 ~
fB'
0
O IEf
O IB'

·'

0
0
0
0
0
0

When You Purchase a
Home at Casa Park
Villas You Also Get
As An extra Bonus
Ji.

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S GREATEST
IB' HOME INVESTMENT

o

o

Full Membership in ·
T uscawilla Country
Club.

r;,

~

?
IB'
IB'

MARBLE VANITY TOPS
(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL CARPET

(PLUSH WITH PAD) (MOHAWK)

CERAMIC TILE IN TUBS
INLAID KITCHEN ARti.lSTRONG LINOLEUM
INDIVIDUAL CENTRAL HEATING & AIRCONDITIONING
CABLE T.V. WIRED
FULLY INSULATED
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

~ ~,WJ~m~ c?J,9~AGE ROOMS
IB' W<?£~~t-I ~JiPLD DOOR

IB' ALL CLOSING COSTS INCLUDED

Plus ...
Your own pool, heated
jacuzzi & sauna at
The Villas.

Plus ...
100 acre recrea11onal park incl uding
tennis. racquetball. basketball. 1ogging

'"~;~·
J>ar1'\ .
Vtit~

A.

PRES~~!~

~

~
Race for Pace

--

RACE INFORMATION
Date: Saturday, February 2 1985
Time and Order of Events;
9:00 A.M. 10 K Race for PACE·
'
10: 15 A.M. 1 mile Fun Run10:30. A.M. V.. mile Kiddie Run (8 yea. and under)
("'\. Race Director: Dick Tucker
. . ) Place: Tuscawilla
(Race will start and end at Casa Park Vi s)
Entry Fee:

$6.00 pre-registration by 1/26. }
$8.00 after 1 /26/85 and day 01 \Ce.
(No fee for Kiddie Run bl.lt entry form mus. •e completed.)
Make your tax deductible fees payable to: • CE School, Inc.
All entrants for 10 K and 1 mile will receive .
• Quality 50/50 T-shirt (shirts will be available for Kiddie
Run for $5 .00 day of race)
• Eligibility for post-race drawing for over $1 ,000 worth of
merchand ise prizes.
• After race refreshments (fru its, soda, beer and other
good ies) .

While the American Football Conference (AFC)
exacted its revenge on the National Football Con·
""'ference (NFC), the offensive unit found very little
satisfaction or success in the Pro Bowl victory.
Even with the Dolphins' superstar quarterback
~Dan Marino and explosive wide receivers Mark
Clayton and Mark Duper all on the AFC's starting
squad, offensive players had very little to do with
~the outcome of the game.
Marino managed to complete a few passes, ineluding a touchdown toss to Marcus Allen but the
second year quarterback, much like his perfor' mance in the Super Bowl, was largely ineffective
throughout the course of the game.
Both defensive units outshined their offensive
counterparts. The NFC was led by practically the
entire San Francisco squad, while the AFC

I
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and mark the ball on the one foot line.
On fourth down, the NFC had little choice but to
(\\,
punt, and when they did the angered AFC defense
'\:
broke an unwritten Pro Bowl rule and blocked the ·
~~ .
kick. Shortly after, Marino connected with Allen
for six.
The NFC made a temporary rally but _were smitoperated mainly on scattered power.
ten when the AFC defense once again came
Pro Bowl rules are set agains(the defense. The through. On a fumble recovery, a 250-pound
game is supposed to be high scoring to keep the · lineman managed to rumble 85 yards for an AFC
fans interested. Someone, however, forgot to tell touchdown.
that to the AFC Pro Bowl squad.
The defense put the first points on the board, takIn a time when the NFL has tried to make the
ing down the NFC's runnlng back in the end zone. shutout obsolete, I find it refreshing to see a defenIf that isn't embarrassing enough,-the AFC did it sive football game. Defensive football doesn't have
again. The refs, apparently trying to bring some to mean no points, it just means different guys are
respect to the game, managed to misjudge the call going to be scoring them.

Commentary

DON

ITTEKIND

·ucF Lady Knights lose all·time low game, 96·64
record 84 shots. The Lady Knights
ftlso surpassed a seasen mark by mak- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ing the least amo'unt of field goals (24)
The Lady Knights reached.new all- in a game.
• time lows for the season as they were
trounced by Mercer in the first round
Although UCF head coach Joe Sanof the Lady Blazer tournament, chez Will not cite a 14 hour bus ride
> 96-64. For UCF, Kristy Burns came the night and morning before the
off the bench-to score 14 points while game as a reason for losing, it must of
six Mercer players reached double been a factor as Sanchez used ten
players for more than ten minutes
, figures.
UCF's ladies could only manage to each.
hit 28.6 percent of their shots from
The Lady Knights left at 10 p.m.
the field, while-putting up a season the evening before the the game at
by Scott Gunnerson

. FUTURE STAFF WRITER

the State Fair Arena in Birmingham,
·Alabama and arrived at midday.
Even after a midafternoon nap, the
Lady Knights were still drained froin
the trip. Sanchez vows, however, that
he will never make a schedule like
that again.
Mercer was led by Anita Meadows
with 21 -and Sandra Andrews who
pulled down 20 rebounds. C.
Nicholson handed out 12 assists for
Mercer.
In addi_tion to Burns, Susan Patz

scored 13 points for UCF and .pulled_
in seven rebounds. Rochelle Lee, from
Titusville, also had seven rebounds
for the Lady Knights.
Not only did UCF give up their
largest losing'margin of the year (32
points), they were also out rebounded
by 29 grabs (75 to 46). UCF beat
Mercer in November, 97-83. In that
game Mercer only slated .58 individual rebounds, in this game
Mercer- pulled down 73 individual
. boards.
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HELLO UCF

-WE DON'T
' MONKEY
AROUND
Students - No Problem
Young Drivers - No Problem
PIP (for tags) - No Problem

LOW RATES ...
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Ma.Au11®

OPEN
MOND_
AYFRIDAY
9-6
SAT.9-12

INSURANCE
10408 E. Colonial Dr.
Across from Winn-Dixie

282·AUTO

Small Business
COMPUTER

ii~tnrnw SERVICES

• Tired of waiting for ypur turn at the
computer?
·• Tired of time limits on the computer?
• Tired of driving to UCF to use the com·
puter?
·
• Come see us.

Student Prices

IBM PC rental time
$3.50/hr
Open
8 A.M." · 8 P.M.
Monday · Saturday
5411 Lake Howell Road • Lake Howell Plaza
Winter Park, Florida 32792 • 13051 657-0988
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O Track Offlclals
The Orlando Track Officials Club is currently accepting new members. No
experience in officiating is
needed, but a membership
fee of $2.00 will be charged.
Members work Orange
County high school meets at
Showwalter field and gain
helpful experience in ·officiating. For more information contact Gene Dunmire
at 857-2719.

D Disc Golf
There is still time to enter
today's 2 to 4 person scramble Disc Golf tournament.
For more info call X-2408.

through Wednesday at RS

191 fo1

this year's

~

tramilral Singles Racquetball tm~rnament. The tournament, open to students,
faculty and staff With competition in Men's A and B
and Women's Divisions, will
be held the evening of
February 8 and all day
February 9 at the UCF
courts.

O Dynamic Duo
.
Recreational Services is
0 Racquetball
sponsoring a two person
Entries will be accepted · coed superstar copmpetition

to determine UCF's top
Dynamic Duo. Couples compete in 10 differe.n t sp<?rts
events on the evening of
February 15 and all day
February 16. Entries are du~
by February 14 at RS 101.
Call X-2408 for more info.

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DAVIDE. HANKINS
(UCF, 1977)

o Flag Football
Lambda Chi Alpha and
Skoal will host a campus
wide flag football tournament open to all students.
Each team must consist of
at least seven players and
will be expected to follow
IFL rules. All proceeds from
the tournament will benefit
Muscular Dystrophy. For
more information on rules
and fees contact Nelson
Kirkland at 282-4676.

EXAMINATION OF THE EVE
CONTACT LENSES
699·4000
1340 TUSCAWILLA RD.
(corner Red Bug & Tuscawilla)
we accept
• VISA/MASTERCARD
• HMO of FLORIDA
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second half brought UCF
back within three points of
Stetson, 47-44.
The strength of the Lady
Knights lies in their bench. .
Sanchez does not have only a
couple of players that he has
to use in a variety situaticins,
he has
a variety of players
that he can mix and match to
suit the situation.
.
At 13:00 in · the second
quarter Sanchez put Catrina
McCants in the game for instant offense, as well as a
quick person on defense. McCants, 5-9 freshman guard,
·scored 12 of the Lady Knig};lts
next 18 points with shots
from as far as Orange City.
McCants carried the offense
for , nine minutes and then
Burns took the baton for the
final lap, with the score in
favor of Stetson, 68-66, with
two minutes remaining in
regulation.
Burns tied the game after
rebounding a missed shot by
McCants and going right
back up to the basket for the
score, she pulled down eight
rebounds in the game.
Lady Hatter Beatrice
Hawthorne, 5-5 sophomore
guard, ~swered back with an
offensive rebound and a field
goal, .with 56 second~ left, to
return the lead to Stetson,
70-68. Hawthorne ended the
game with with 12 points.
With 36 seconds on the
digital, Burns fired off a 22 ·
footer to tie the game at ·
70-70.
With the 30 second shot
clock running until the end of
the game, Stetson could have
run the game clock down to
seven seconds before taking a
shot at the basket. But Stetson would have been better
off shooting right away. At
18 seconds Lady Hatter Terri
Cain, 5-6 freshman guard,
passed the ball- right into
Burns' hands.
From that point the Lady
Knights were just looking for
an open outside shot. With
time expiring, UCF swung
the ball around to Burns on
the right side of the basket,
25 feet away from the basket.
Burns sank the two free
throws to give the Lady
Knights their third straight
victory on the road.

Good friends won't leave you flat.

The.moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt!-your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks:' So tonight, let it be
LOwenbrau.

LOwenbrau. Here's to good friends.

,.
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.. Crew · Challenge raises 900 dollars for M.D.A.
by Salli Sangulllano

cause. The friendship and sportsmanship exhibited were really tremen_______________ dous.' '
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

.l.

.t

rrhirteen canoe teams filled Lake
Claire last Saturday in a four-hour
canoe marathon that raised over $900
for the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The first annual "Crew Challenge,"
sponsored by the UCF crew team,
brought out teams representing in- ·
dependent organizations, Greek
groups, and the crew team. Each of
the teams paid a minimum entry fee
of forty dollars.
Participants braved high winds,
stormy seas, and cold temperatures
as each two-man canoe battled it out
for top place finished in either the
men's, women's, or the mixed team
catagories.
According to crew team coach Dennis Kamrad, "It was really terrific to
see everyone working for a worthy

Though there were several tipped
canoes throughout the day, all but
one team managed to complete the
race. The crew team took top honors
in both the mixed and women's
categories, ·while Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity placed first in the men's
division. The outstanding donation
award was given to the Outdoors and
Active club, who raised $72 for the
MDA.
Mac Russel, coordinator of the
event and a crew teani member, felt
pleased .at the fantastic response to
the event and was "glad that the·crew
team could do something for the
MDA."
Plans are already in· the works for
next year's crew challange, which
Russel hopes will draw even a greater
number of participants tha,n this
year's race.

'Cathy Weeden

Craig Sanders, forward, and Will Rogers, aft, of the UCF Men's Crew team
compete in the 1985 Crew Challenge to benefit Musculc:ir Dystrophy.

Florida Hair Designs

SEMESlER IN SPAIN·

282·9091 .

Not just for s·panish majors only, bl)t for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
B.EGINNERORADVANCED-Costisaboutthe
same as a semester in a U.S. college:$3,480.
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York. room, ~oard, and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

------------------F-6
college you anend .

your name

y Ollf

present street add ress

city

'·

'

srare

zip

II you would like Information on future programs give

11

permanent address below.

I~

your perm11nent street address
city

. Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four· hours a day, four days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to4 .
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year timespan) . Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom. Standardized tE)sts show our
I students' language skills superior to students
I completing two year progra!Jls. in U.S.
I Advanced courses also.
I Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arI rangements .
I SPRING SEMESTER - Jan . 30 - May 29
I FALL SEMESTER - Aug. 29 · Dec . 19
I
each year:
I FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program of Trinity
I Christian College.
I For fulrinformation - send coupon to:
I
I
I
2442 E. Collier S.E., F-6
I
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
I
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
1·

Open Sundays 10·5

$6.00 Haircut for UCF students
$10.00 shampoo, haircut & blowdry
effective 1-25-85 through 2·2·85

9918 E. Colonial Dr.
next.to Metz Rea~ty Perm_ Special- S25..00

-'·'- :.

DON'T Y.RADE
TH.AT CAR!
'

Let the experts make your car
run like new again!

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

stare

zip

-

~ up

MOTORS -TRANSMISSIONS
Repaired • Overhauled • Rebuilt

AUTO·REBUILDERS

422·222.2

Free Towing - Easy Credit

UCF DISCOUNT

@REDl<EN

A great cut deserves the best care.
Redken® products.

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY

To teach the CLAST objectives.
GETTING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and

mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, $12.95, 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95, 495 pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format,
notation , and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. (813) 447-0835.
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STILL RENTING?
WHY NOT GRADUATE
TO HOME OWNERSHIP!
With R.C.A.·Homes!

.

.

.TWO EXCmNG NEIGHBORHOODS BY R.C.A. HOMES ]
'·
HELP YOUR FOLKS EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!

·SUSSEX f~CE

Orange County's Best Home
Value • • • from $42,490!

Close to Campus and A Lot
More • • • from $48~900!
Imagine a modern townhome community just two
minutes from the UCF campus! Sussex Place is a
young, dynamic community of two-bedroom, twobath villas·with exciting·amenities and features in ·a
class by themselves! Like lush carpe!ing, private
. patios, deluxe dishwashers, generous closet space,
· and more! Now you can live the good life off campus
while helping your folks build homeowner's equity!

~
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East-West E~
~
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Colonial Dr.

1~

·ca'-

.

D

CONDOMINIUMS

Get into the swim of recreational living at its best, at
del Rey! Enjoy tennis and racquetball courts, a sparkling swimming pool, and spa - the p-erfect amenities to help you unwind after a long day a~ the campus. And look at these outstanding features: spacious bedrooms with walk-in closets, private patios
, and balconies, thoughtfully designed one- and two.bedroom floor plans, and more! Convenient to UCF,
del Rey o,rers you a great lifestyle while offering your
parents all the advantages of,_ home ownership!

?

,

East-West Exp•.

c(

.,

.

50

* ·SUSSEX
PLACE

Lake Underhill Rd. Martin
OMarietta
Plant

305/281 ·6393

305/275·1314

Located 1/8 mile east of Alafaya Tr~il on HWY 50.

Located east of 436 on Curry Ford Road.

EQUAL HOUSllG

OPf'ORTUNITY

WE WELCOME
BROKER
COOPERATION
'I I 'liar •fft'_!71mc1· :1/ccl.• :~flordability!

A Division of Residential Communities of America

I
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A Populal' Addl'ess
UCF
Students!·
fol'
2 Bed/2 Bath Townhomes
$430

•
)

mo. P & I*

only

"My Dad felt that having me Jive here would be a good move economically. He's glad I'm
here and close to school. Foxhunt is .very popular with UCF dents and I've got a lot of
friends who live here."
Carol ine Satava
.Orlando , Florida

.

.

,,.

~

Fox Hunt Lanes
.1. 2 Miles From Campus On Alafaya
•
«\,

.

_,

*A Tremendous Investment:
• Purchase price $53,900
· • Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied) ·
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year

One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

'
305-282-4393
- - - -.

I":!

iU' ~

University Blvd.

Westinghouse

~~
- -

UCF

- ------'

~

•

I

I

~

=
00

)!

Colonial Drive (Hwy 50)

~artin Marietta

East West Expressway

Lk . Underhill Rd .

D

•

· After hours: (305) 422-l 111

I

•
•
•
•
·•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

-·

INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta plant Single
. units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
•sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.
'

6oodman-~ayt~n '

associates, me.

?-·~------
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PAID ADVERTISEMENT

~ STUDENT

GOVERNMENT
We're Working Hard For·You !
.
I

1

t .

I

Take Advantage of what we have to offer!
Discount Movie Tickets to:
*General Cinellla
(Fashion Square, Altamonte Mall, Parkwood, Seminole) ·

*Plitt
(Colonial Plaza)

* Eastern

Federal .

(Conway, Orange Blossom, Northgate)

Discount Attraction Tickets to:
. Disney World/Epcot
Sea World
Wet 'N Wild
Busch Gardens
Once Upon A Stage
Rosie O'Grady's

East-West ~xpressway Tokens
(25 for $5.00f

Discount Photo Processing
Lost and Found

The Entertainment and Feature Supplement of

~Future

Flying
High

•

The fine art of avoiding traffic jams has
b<;come a pastime of Orlando's commuters. One way to avoid the traffic
crunch at rush hour, or at least know
what to expect-, is to tune your car radio
to WKIS 740 AM. Gene Witt cruises
over Orlando at an altitud~ of 1500
feet. From this height, Witt can spot
traffic problems and advise listeners of
the best routes to travel.
BY DoN WITTEKIND
PHOTOS BY TIM BARTO

Orlando reporting tratt1c news m vv fi:w
Cessna 172. Top: Downtown Orlando from
1500 feet up; bottom left: UCF senior Gene
Witt; bottom right: this is the Cessna 172 in
which Witt does his one-man show.
Martin Briley, the ·
man who brought you
"(You ain't Worth)
Salt in my Tears" is
,back with a new
album.

While most of us are stuck in one of Orlando's
many traffic jams, Gene Witt, a senior at UCF is
soaring high above, free from the restrictions .of the
· land.
.
Witt, however, is quite aware of the problems
below. While circling Orlando in his plane, Sky 1, he
reports on the traffic situation and advises motorists
of the best routes.
Witt and Sky 1 ar~ part of WKIS Newstalk 74's
AM•PM Orlando show. AM•PM (740 on the AM
dial) provides up-to-date news coverage for people
jammed in traffic as well as those who just like to
listen to the radio. The show provides local, state
a~d national news in addition to the Wall Street
Journal Business Report, Accu-Weather, stock news, _
sports, and of course traffic reports. .
' 1My aspect of the show is to inform people of traffic tieups," said Witt. "I really feel that what I do is
a service. I'm not just up there to fill the format_: you can count on my reports to be accurate."
Witt's current plane is a 1976 model but due to the
success of the relatively young Skywatch program,
WKIS is considering purchasing a newer plane.
Preliminary plans have the replacement sporting a
flashy black and gold paint job along with the
\..JW.lCll'\J.&,J "'' .1. """ ,.....," -- - --J
~
engine airplane, at an altitude of about 1500 feet and
covers the majority of metro Orlando as well as the

Theatre Review: Once
Upon A Stage's 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' is now
playing.
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See Airplane Page 2

'Passage to India' and
'Tuff Turf' get a
thorough going over
by Confetti's movie
critics.
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Albums
MARTIN BRILEY/Dangerous
Moments
l\fercuryRecords

Martin Briley lets loose
with his full talent as
songwriter, musician and
singer in his latest album
Dangerous Moments. Even
though most of the tracks on
this album tell a real life story
they are not the sappy stuff
most songs of this type tend
to be. Briley combines the
words and music to create a
pleasing picture which is tinged with shades of.humor.
The music in this album
varies from the eerie to a real
rock and roll beat. Don't be
mistaken, this is not the
sounds that emanate from the

.
strangled guitars of Twisted
-Sister or l\fotley Crue-this is
music. By blending humor into his lyrics Briley has made
the listener sit up and take
notice.
Dangerous Moments was
produced by Phil Ramone
(Flashdance soundtrack) who
helped to hook Briley with big
name musicians as G.E.
Smith, - Carmine Rojas, Lou

Record Bar®

Reed and Anton Fig. With
these seasoned rockers and
Briley's talent Dangerous
Moments has turned out to be
a masterpiece for the listening palate.
In. the title cut Briley spins
a tale of nuclear disaster and
being separated from loved
ones. Other outstanding
tracks include "Ghosts,'' a
tale of jealousy over a lover's
past and ''Alone at Last,'' a
track about a man turned on
by a woman's attire and his
haste to be with her. One of
the more humorous tracks is
"School for Dogs," in which
he states . the experience of
picking up a "stray" and attempting to reform it.
BY JOANNE WHITE

Top Ten Albums

rhese are the top selling albums in Orlando:
(1 )Like A Virgin Madonna

(2)Agent Provocateur Foriegner .
(3)Purple Rain Prince
(4)The Honeydrippers Volume 1. The Honeydrippers
(5)Chicago 17 Chicago
(6)Big Bam Boom Hall and Oates
(?)Can't Slow Down Lionel Richie
{8)Born In The U.S.A. Bruce Springsteen
(9)Make It Big Wham
(lO)Arena Duran Duran

Airplane
from page 1
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UCF area. However, Witt will go up to 30 miles out
of his way to cover a traffic accident. He also reports
interesting sightings back to WKIS which may in
tu'rn send out a mobile unit to broadcast live
coverage during the show.
Until recently, the voice corning from Sky 1 was
that of another disc jockey. Under the new system,
though, Witt flys the plane, checks on the traffic problems, and finaJ.ly reports his findings live through
his on-board transmitter.
Witt, although lacking prior experience with radio,
has some acting background which he feels has
helped him adjust to using his voice. He is a member
of the Actors Equity Association and has done
movie and theatre work. In 1976, Witt landed a
small speaking p~t in Land of the Free, an NBC Fri·
day Night Movie starring Robert Culp. An Atlanta
native, he also worked at the Alliance Theatre of
Atlanta. In a production of Treasure Island he won
the part of Jim Hawkins, beating out John
Schneider, better known as Bo Duke of The Dukes of
Hazzard. In that same production he worked beside
Ben Jones, who is Cooter of, believe it or not, The
Dukes of Hazzar<;l
Witt is an experienced pilot, having logged in over
2000 hours of flight time. He has a commercial
license, is a certified flight instructor, and is even
authorized to fly as first officer on a Lear jet. He has
done some charter work as well as some freelance copiloting.
Witt previously had planned to join an airline, but
now has hopes for a career in radio. "ltadio is so
demanding," said Witt, "It's always a new
challenge. I don't see how I could ever leave it entirely."

Calendar
Winter Park's Morse Gallery of Art is now
showing "Glass That Sparkles", a miniexhibit of cut glass made in America circa
1880-1919. These pieces are made of brillant
lead glass, ornamented in geometric patterns
cut by iron and stone wheels. The exhibit will
include such signed .I?ieces as a.water pitcher,
punch bowl and stand by Henry Clay Fry,
and a cut· and carved crystal bowl with red
marquetry flowers and green leav~s by Louis
Comfort Tiffany, to name a few. The gallery
is open Tuesday-Saturday 9:30 a.m-4:00 p.m.
and Sunday 1:00 p.m.-4:00p.m. Admission is .
$2.50 adults, $1.00 students and children.
Iron l\faiden and Twisted Sister will per...£.-
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Hall and Oates will perform at the Orange
County Convention-Civic Center on Feb. 18
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $15.
Anne Murray will perform at Lakeland
Civic Center on Feb. 22 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are $15.50.
The Pointer Sisters will perform at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Center on Feb. 24 at 8
p.m. Tickets are $14.
Cheek to Cheek (644·2060) at the Villa
Nova. 839 North Orange A venue, Winter
Park. Doc Severinsen will perform on Feb. 4
at 8 and 10:00 p.m. Tickets are $15. Phoebe
Snow will perform on Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. and
I0:30 p.m. Tickets are $15.
Cheyenne Saloon and Opera House
(422-2434)- Church Street Station,
Downtown, Orlando. Cheyenne Saloon is
presenting the live taping for the Nashville
network television series Church Street Sta·
tion. The following artists will appear: Fri-

day, Feb. 1-Lee Greenwood. Sunday, Feb.
3-Helen Cornelius. Monday, Feb.' 4-Earl
Thomas Conley and Faron Young. Tuesday,
Feb. 5-Moe Bandy, Joe Stampley and Jimmy
Dean. Wednesday, Feb. 6-Th~ Bellamy
'Brothers. Thtirsday, Feb. 7-The Osmond
Brothers.
.
.Off the Wall (851-3962)- 4893 South Orange
Blossom Trail. European video disco
multiplex. Mondays-Beat the Clock Night.
Tuesday-Men's Night. Wednesday-Ladies'
Night. Thursday-Lip Syi:iching Contest.
Point After Lounge (2fa-9600)· 11599 East
Colonial Drive. Open nightly with music.
Chean Trick will oerform on Fehra1~v .3- At .R
.n.1l.~munte 1v.uw \~;14·;j::S::S4)- City Heat and
- Beverly Hills Cop.
Fashion Square (896-2571)· Passage to India, The Killing Fields, Johnny Dangerously,
The River, Protocol (afternoons only), and
Micki and Maude (afternoons only).
.
Interstate 6 (831-3050)- Naked Face, The
Killing Flelds, Falcon and the Snowman,
Avenging Ange~ That's Dancing and Starman.
Parkwood Plaza (293-4753)- Amadeus and
The New Kids
Plitt Theatre(894-8021)- Beverly Hills Cop
and Naked Face. Special preview tonight of
Vision Quest at 8 p.m.
Twenty-First Century (896-9382)- Flesh
Gordon, The Paradine Case, Careful He
Might Hear You, Purple Rain, Heat of Desire,
Ledal and Live and Let Die.

Since Central Florida has become a major growth
area, traffic has increased in alarming numbers. In
1970, 453,270 people were living Orange, Seminole,
and Osceola count~es. By 1980, the population rose
to 700,055. The 1983 estimate for ~he Tri-county area
was 773.334. This combined with t;.he fact that a
staggering 72.7 percent of A~erican families own
three .or more vehicles makes for one big traffic
mess.
The most heavily traveled roads in Orlando are 436
north of Aloma, where 41,600.cars travel per day.
Colonial 436js also a highly congested area with a
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Sandlake road is now traveled by 26,900 motorists
per day. One can only guess how much worse Orlan·
do's traffic will get.
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AN
INTOXICATING
OFFER FROM THE BAR
THAT DOESN'T
SERVE DRINKS.
Every Monday through Thursday from 5-9pm
we put happy hour prices on your favorite music.
Get $1.00 off any LP or cassette;
$7.99 list price or·higher, sale items excluded.

THE HAPPY HOUR
THAT SENDS YOU HOME
SAFE IN SOUND

Record Bar®
RECORDS, TAPES, AND VIDEO

East Colonial Drive

l,
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Actors' enthusiasm shows in
'Arsenic and Old Lace'
BY RICHARD TRUETT

The problem with a dinner theater is that
not only does it have to serve great food, but
it must also entertain and entertain well.
That's a lot of responsibility for one
establishment. It's rare when one can go to a
restaurant and find nothing to .complain
about, much less a dinner theatre. Yet, Orlando's Once Upon a Stage Dinner Theatre excels in all areas: it offers great food, good atmosphere, polite waiters, but most importantly, tppnotch entertainment.
Currently playing is Joseph Kesserling's
Arsenic and Old Lace. This is a story about
two old ladies, Abbey and Martha Brewster
played by Virginia Light and Terry Hill, who
are just a tad crazy-that is, they feel it is
their duty to "take care of" lonely old men by
poisoning them. They do this so the old men
won't be lonely anymore. A crazy brother
who thinks he is Teddy Ro~sevelt buries the

old men in the basement. Everything goes
fine for the sisters until a sane member of the
family named Mortimer stumbles onto what
is going on.
One could easily see that the actors' enthusiasm: not only did they want to be there,
but they wanted to make the show really
come to life. The chemistry was just right,
the props good and, more importantly, the
show moved at a good pace and never became
boring. Comple:r;nenting the entertainment
was the food served beforehand.
A buffet consisting of four entrees could
satisfy just about anyone's appetite. The
salad bar was replete.with all the details and
a wide variety of drinks was offered.
Those who are stuck in the dating routine
of dinner and movies may well like the
change. Prices range from $17 to $19 per person depending on the night; this price includes the dinner.
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Graduates in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering,
Business Administration and EMCS ...
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It doesn't

Orlando

take long. •
to get to the edge

Melbourn.e•

Attend the

Harris Open House
· Technology's leading edge is as close as an hour's drive to Melbourne,
Florida. That's where Harris Corporation has created a world of exciting innovation in a broad spectrum of electronic technologies.
Harris, Florida's largest industrial employer, is a Fortune 200 company with sales of $2 billion. We produce state-<>f-the-art commllnication,
information processing and microelectronic products for the worldwide
information technology market. Our employees total 30,000, and our
products are sold in more than 100 nations around the globe. ·
We'll be hosting an Open House on Tuesday, February 5th, from
6:00 pm to 8:00 pm in the University of Central Florida Dining Room.
Refreshments will be served . On-campus interviews wi'll be held
on Wednesday, February 6. Contact your Placement Office to make
arrangements.
We share pride in the achievements of our 300 employees from the
University of Central Florida. Harris wants to be a partner in your career
development, too. That's why you'H immediately receive challenging
assignments that will stretch your abilities. And you'll work in an environment that will let you go as far as your abilities wiH take you.
So why go all the way to Silicon Valley, when Silicon Beach is only an
hour away? Attend the Harris Open House and find out how close the
leading edge really is.
We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/H/V

~I HARRIS
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TAKING TECHNOLOGY
FURTHER

life the prejudice of the
British against the Indians .
There are English ladies who·
snub their noses at the Indians, thinking they're only
good for servants. British
· cars race through Indian
streets With no regard for the
safety of the Indians going
about their business. And Indians are forbidden to come
onto the grounds at ''The
Club," a British country club
that has Indians as servants
but not as members.
But the most upfront
scenes of preju~ce involve
·Heaslop. His racist attitudes
are the beginning of Adela's
doubts of marriage with him
and ·eventually lead her to the
trip to the caves .
Another good thing about
Passage to India is its
cinematography. Long shots
of India's countryside and
rivers enhance the mystery of
India. Images of trains travel·
ing through the night add to
the feeling of adventure. Lean
is great at taking far away
places and making them seem
even more exotic and far
away. This is a trademark of
Lean's dating all the way
back to Lawrence of Arabia,
released in 1962.
Lean's careful selection of
actors makes every perfor·
mance as good as the other.
Davis plays Quested, the
open-minded English lady
. with just enough spark of
adventure that we want to explore India with her.
Ashcroft does wonders with
Moore. This character could
have easily turned into a silly
incarnation of a saint but
Ashcroft' s depth adds dimen·
sion to Moore that makes her
goodness real.
Passage to India .fills the
screen with majestic pictures
and images and provides a
gripping story. Lean has
returned to the screen in
grand style. Let's hope he
doesn't stay away for too long
again.
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Country music sales down; 'Cop' still on top
BY RICHARD TRUETT

• Country Bumpkin Dept: While sales of rock
and pop records increased by a solid 15 percent last
year, country album sales drooped, dropped, and
fell into general disfavor. There are two major
reasons: MOR-middle of the road-adult contemporary radio stations have shunned country
crossover artists and country videos have been
about as popular as Herpes. Country artists got a
big boost from the popularity of the movie Urban
Cowboy. Music moguls now acknowledge that the
movie's impact has faded. When was the last time
Eddie Rabbit or Ronnie Milsap topped the pop
music charts? In 1980, country music sales accounted for 16 percent of all music sales. This year,
music execs predict a 10 percent share.
• Play It Again Sam: TV is going to be even
more cluttered with commercials. Current negotiations among commercial producers, The American
Federation of TV and Radio Artists, and The
Screen Actors Guild seem to indicate that the 30
and 60 second commercial will give . way to
something called the split 30 format. Instead of one
30 second commercial, a company will run two 15
second commercials advertising two different products. Dr. Bob Davis, UCF 's advertising expert
says ''Although actual commercial time will not increase, running different commercials will increase

Entertainment
clutter and make it seem longer. We are talking
about actual time versus psychological time."
Wouldn't it be nice if the government found that
commercials ca.used cancer and subsequently banned them?
.
• Legal Rip-off Dept: In New Hampshire it is
not illegal to sell a ticket for more than its face
value. Concert tickets for Bruce Springsteen are being sold by ticket agencies for $75 to $100. Never
mind the fact that these tickets only have a face
value of $i 7. In Rhode Island and Massachusetts,
whe~e it is illegal to sell tickets for more than their
face value, scalpers are selling Springsteen tickets
for up to $200. The fine, which is rarely imposed is
$50. Boss Bits: Springsteen's Born In The U.S.A is
back on top of Billboard's album chart. Two more
singles are planned for release: "Bobby Jean," and
''Pink Cadillac.''
• Lonely At The Top: Beverly Hills Cop pulled
in over $4 mill plus points last week. Plus points?
That's movie talk for big bucks. "Cop" is firmly entrenched as the nation's top _box office draw. So far,
the movie has taken in over $100 mill (plus points)

and spawned three hit singles on the record charts.
Here are the top ten movies according to Variety
magazine: Beverly Hills Cop, Flamingo Kid,
Avenging Ange~ The Cotton Club, Micki and
Maude, Protoco~ Starman, 2010, The River, and
Johnny Dangerously.
e WUCF Update: Orlando Rocks, with host
Kevin Nissley, will broadcast an interview with
guitar wizard Pat Travers. Nissley interviewed
Travers before his Lake Claire concert last fall.
This· interview combined with Travers' greatest
hits will air at 11 p.m. Feb. 4. By the way, Orlando
Rock.s is broadcast on the first Monday of each
month and presents interviews with top local and
national acts. Upcoming: Randy California and Ed
Cassidy talk about Spirit and drummer John Price
talks about Stranger's label disputes and why their
latest album has been delayed.
• What decade is this? On Billboard magazin_e's
survey of the 200 hottest selling albums, 17 acts
started selling records in the '60s and two-Elvis
Presley and The Everly Brothers-started in the
'50s. Some of the '60s acts still going strong are:
Neil Diamond, Barbra Streisand, The Who, The
Kinks, The Rolling Stones, Deep Purple, and Jimi
·
Hendrix.
• Contest!! Trivia question of the week: What
kind of sandwich did Mama Cass choke on in 1974?
The winner will receive the new album by
Shakatak.
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·. · Precision Style Cut $8.00
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. . . . FULL SERVICE SALON
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WALK-INS WELCOME
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Cruisers· From $139.50
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"1·3·5·1 O speeds"
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JOGGING • Run on our specially designed
banked and cushioned running track.

SWIMMING POOL
75'

Colonial c

2

i

ONE OF THE LARGEST
RECORD, TAPE AND VIDEO STORES
- INORLANDO

AEROBICS AREA • Imp.rove your·cardiovascular
condition and loca l musclE;i endurance in professiona lly·developed a e robic d ance cla sses.

THOUSANDS OF CASSETIES & LP'S
PERSONAL ELECTRONICS
RENTAL & SALE VIDEO TAPES
COMPACT DISCS
IMPORT RECORDS
ASK ABOUT OUR ONE YEAR T~PE GUARANTEE

1u.1•H•

1ON/I - 9PM I MON. through THURS.
JON/I - lOPM I FRI. & SAT.
12 NOON - 5PM I SUN.

East Colonial Drive

SWIMMING POOL • Enjoy a relaxing swim in our

JOIN NOW
ON LIMITEE
Ir.SILVER M ,I
Official training site of the
Orlando Renegades players tmct
cheerleaders
The walls are up, the roof is on, the
equipment is being delivered. Soo~.
the most incredible total fitness faCillties Orlando has ever seen will be
•
open.
This is your chance to get in on the
excitement. Join the all-new Bally
Health & Racquetball Clubs now,
•
while you can still save 44% on our
exclusive Heritage II membership, and
get from the day you join until the

~~~~~~1~~,~g11ami.'c@~

~

,

Health &B

4650 S. Semoran Blvd. 2 miles
south of Curry Ford Rd., 200 yards
south of Pershing Ave., 277-1144

1700 N. Semoran Blvc
1 mile north of Alo~c
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Teen problems, violence highlight 'Tuff Turf'
BY

•

•

•

•

SUSAN BRADSHAW

Maybe one of the most common problems young people
face today is finding their
purpose in life. With so many
choices and pressures from
parents and peers, many
young adults find themselves
facing a massive identity
crisis. Tuff Turf attacks these
problems head on.
Morgan Hiller is an adolescent who has been in and out
of prep schools due to his
rebellious nature. Actually,
Hiller (James Spader) is a .
good kid with good values.
Many young people today can
relate to his character. He has
trouble communicating with
his parents and if that isn't
enough, he is forced to live in
the shadows of his close-top~dect brother. This combination leaves him having to
find his own solutions to his
own problems. He's the "Cool
Hand Luke" of high school.
Hiller, being the new kid on
the block, is befriended by a

streetwise student named
Jimmy (Robert Downey).
Nick (Paul Mones) is the
"bad gtiy" of Tuff Turf. He's
the leader of a street gang.
Nick's motto is ''if you like
what you see, take it." He
doesn't appear to have any
grasp of what's right or
wrong. In his life where
everything around him his
bad, Nick clings on to the on~
good thing he has-Frankie.
Frankie (Kim Richards) is
your typical teenage girl just
trying to feel like she belongs.
Frankie is extremly lonely
due to the death of her
mother. In a way, Nick fills
the gap that her mother left
behind. Before Hiller came
along, Frankie was content
with being the girlfriend of a
gang leader and admired by
her classmates. Now, Hiller
forces her to question her
values.
The plot is set into motion
when Nick's gang attempts to
mug an old man on a street

James Spader (left) is befriended by Robert Downey after Spader transfers to a
tough new high school and falls in love with a gang leader's girlfriend.
corner. Hiller just happens to
be riding his bike down the
street at the exact moment
the mugging is taking place.
He deals with the situation by
spraying a can of beer in
Nick's and the rest of the

rEMENT IS BUILDING
NORLANDO

gang's faces.
From this point on the rest
of the movie is pretty
monotonous. Nick's gang administers beatings on Hiller
that could kill the Incredible
Hulk, but somehow he always

bounces back for more.
Tuff Turf might have been ·a
little better if it had spent
more time going into the
characters'
past
backgrounds.

McMILLAN
FURNITURE ·.
CITY
LAV-A-WAY

LAV-A-WAY

RACQUETBALL RACQUETBALL
1
2

COED
EXERCISE
WEIGHT

ROOM

RACQUETBALL
3

SAVE 45°/o
, BRONZE
MBERSHIPS
· day the club opens adped free to the
end of your membership. Of course,
you could wait until we open to join,
but then you'd have to pay full price.
You'll get everything you want in a
health club at Bally, including the
most elaborate c~ exercise and
aerobic center in the area.
Don't miss this opportunity to get in
on the action now at Orlando's new
Bally Health & Racquetball Clubs.

CO-ED EXERCISE AREA • Firm a d shape your body
on the latest progressive resistance equipment
including the newest from Nautilus ~

BUNK BEDS

$

COMPLETE WITH BEDDING
NOW

$198

ADVANCED TRAINING.CENTER • A full line of
freeweights and equipment designed to isolate
speci}ic muscle groups.

INNERSPRING MATTRESS
and FOUNDATION

RACQUETBALL • Enjoy a fa~t game of racquetball
on regulation-size, hardwood racquetball courts.

acquetball Club .
d. (Hwy. 436)~
a Blvd., 678-1118

6 pcs. - Sofa, Chair,
Rocker, 2 End Tables,
1 Coffee Table

Information Center and exercise
facility now open. 1068 N. Semoran
in Goodings Plaza, 339-0680

TWIN
FULL
QUEEN
KING

S 98
108
198
298

IN
SETS
BY MAKERS OF KING KOil

..
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'Passage' chronicles -British exploitation of India
Heaslop (played by Nigel Havers), Moore's son.
Quested has come to India to decide i~ marriage to
Heaslop is the right path to follow. But, Quested
It's been quite some time since director David ·· has also come to India for something more-advenLean has made a film. But the man who made such ture. She wants to see the exotic and mysterious
ep~cs as Lawrence of Arabia and Dr. Zhivago has India, and when she sees the changes that have oc~ally returned triumphantly with his newest film cured in Heaslop, her attentions fade away from
'Passage To India.
him and floatJ .to India.
P~sage To India opens with Adela Quested
Eventually she meets Dr. Aziz (played by Victor
(played by Judy Davis) buying passage tickets to Banerjee), an Indian, at the home of Mr. Fielding
India for herself and Mrs. Moore (played by Peggy (played by James Fox). Aziz invites Quested and
Ashcroft), the mother of her possible ·fiance. Moore on a trip to the famous Marabar Caves.
Quested and Moore travel to India to see Ronny
During their trip _to the caves, Moore becomes ill
BY SUANNE BOEHM '

/

and tells Aziz and Quested to continue without her.
They do so.
.
When they reach a new cave Quested enters it by
herself, as Aziz smokes a cigarette. But when she is
inside the cave, something happens. It's never
revealed what actually did occur, but she comes out
accul?ing Aziz of attempted rape. The story continues with the search for the truth as tension between the English and the Indians rises.
. In Passage To India Lean, ~ho wrote the
screenplay as well as directed the movie, brings to

see page 3
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Get Off Your Feet and Fly! .
•I)

.,

It

.

You

CAN FLY

SunRay Airline & -pee
can get you in the .
- Gir for LESSI
Now AT A NEW

RATE

STUDENT
r>

)

•

..

Private Pilot
Ground School .
*Get your Ground School_ Instruction
in just ·o ne weekend ' . · _

Take one of the following
Single Weekend Classes:

•FAA approvea

Feb 9 & 10
Feb 23 & 24
·March 9 & 10April 23 & 24

•cost just 125. 00 with
book

I

Jll

,

I

*Your cost is no more than 15o.o 0

For more info or
.· to sign up Call
X-26-11

I

ln_
structiori

*Computer, Plotter & Sectional Chart
for 25. 95

· *Inquire at the Student Center Main Desk.

-=PSS

A

'

·

' . ·.·.ti . ,. ~
,_:+cW8 *
/

Leisure ·Class

.

VISCO

EARllE5T

AcT10N

L LOUNGE

Jt

· D\5tV -

ACTION

LAD15 tJrTE
9FOR

~

U .

SPECIA&..TY

26 DRWK5 27

~ .
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-

-
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B.Y.O.B.
(Bring Your Own Blanket)

.Miss UCF

I

FRI. FEB. 1st 8:30 pm !
ENG. AUD.
I
SUN. FEB. 3rd 8:30 pm !
SC GREEN

Ticketsnow available
at SC Main Desk

I

*Limited Seating
Students: FREE . ·
·Non-Students $4 ..

'Temple of Doom'
Free with Student ID

s·PRING BREAK
4 DAY' AND 3 NIGHT'S
*Ro.und-trip air fare*

9\9\

~~

·

~
~ .

LENOR.E HEIMAN
Speaker: On U.F. 0 'S &

~

~\~

I

I

,,
I

l;

..

~~y MARCH 14-17

i
I

I

¢

.

.<'"'\,·

§\-

FREEPORT'S
"BAHAMA PRINCESS"
HOTEL

Rela.t ed Techno.lo.gy
FEB. 5
B:OOp.m.

Cost:$199.00

SCA

· -0 ~
'-'-"

--

ONLY 100 SPACES AVAILABLE
$100.00 deposit due Feb. 15

ROAD .RALLY
~

-=c ~-

SAT. FEB. 9
8:00a.m. (
.STUDENT CENTER
PARKING LOT

•

•

Sign up at the Main Desk or at event. 50 car
I

MAXIMUM! Must have at least 2 people; Driver &
Navigator.

I

* 11 O Mile course
*Starting and finishing at UCF
* Donuts and coffee provided at beginning of course

i

•

II
I

PAC Is funded through the Activities and Services Fees,

II

os allocated by the Unlverstty of Central Florido.
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